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CITY EDITION

the agreement last night came as
surprise. Business men at the tapl- tal showed relief at the conclusion of
the negotiations. While they see
long term .of business depression in
prospect they appear to have great
faith in the future.
Foreign Minister De La Barra said
that naturally he was greatly pleased
N
at the successful termination of the
peace conference which he helped to
I
THIS STEP EXPECTED TO RESULT inaugurate and to which he has de- PROMPT AND SWEEPING IN MACHINE AT PARIS DASHED INTO ROGERS AND WIGGINS NOT TO
voted his energies. He went at once
IN SPEEDY RESTORATION OF
'
INTO NEW CHARGES
QUIRY
GROUP OP GOVERNMENT
.
LEARN FATE TILL DISTRICT
i
10 tne presidential palace and It is
TRANQUILITY
IS TO BE MADE
OFFICIALS
COURT ADJOURNS
expected he will announce the new
U
11
noKlnt J t
Vfl
PRES. DIAZ RETIRlS MAY 14 Is rumored that President Diaz will NO PARTY LINES ARE DRAWN THREE PERSONS MOWED DOWN NEW TRIAL DENIED WIGGINS
present his resignation to the cabinet
but it is generally believed the
today,
WOULD
HE
EXPECTED
WAS
IT
REPUBLICANS
DEMOCRATS
AND

AGREEMENT OF

"

REINVESTIGATE

KILLED DY AN

BE SENTENCED

LORIMER

AEROPLANE

THIS WEEK

.....

the morning of May 1, and, who con
fessed when arrested a day later by
Chief of Police Ben Coles; The court
was occupied this afternoon with the
hearing of some cases on the crlminal docket.
The grand jury resumed operations
this morning after having been In
since Saturday noon
adjournment
That body is said to have a considerable amount of work still to at
tend to.
VERDICT

JOSEPH WIGGINS
FOUND GUILTY
BY

JURY

RETURNED LATE SAT
EVENING,
AFTER
BRIEF DELIBERATION

.

URDAY

PETTY THIEF ARRESTED
If Juan Salazar ever steals another
pair of shoes he will take care to
see that they are mates and he will COURT WAS VISIBLY PLEASED
not dispose of them at a second hand
rtore. A few days algo a pair of
AN- - JUDGE
M.
MfclNKI
DEAD:
ROBERTS
v
PROMPT!
dlKTEAUa
JUDGE ROBERTS
iinc vi ins reiuuit;ui will uo May it
CONGRATULAT- shoes, or rather two shoes, disappear
PRESENT RESIGNATION TO
GET TOGETHER AND AGREE.
TOINE E. MONIS, SERIOUSLY
OVERRULED MOTION BY CON
ED MEN WHO DECIDED FATE
from
the
store
ed
brothers'
Danzlger
CABINET LATE TODAY
ON RESOLUTION
De La Barra Congratulates Reyes
INJURED
Vir.TFn
W..W l
'
t
" ' rniiutci'
on the Plaza, They, reported the
" man'.
OF CONFESSED
KIDNAPER
Havana, May 22. General Bernar
matter to the officers, who found the
do
Reyes today received a cablegram BY THE REGULAR COMMITTEE MTIMS WERE
DE LA BARRA, SUCCESSOR
SPECTATORS MAY APPEAL CLIENTS CASE shoes had been sold to a West side QT ATTUrUT Din
from Francisco De La Barra, as pro- miT
second hand man by Juan Salazar. u i n I L III L 11 I II U L L U U
U I
"
vslonal president of the Mexican re
The
sheriff's
office
the
SERVE
requested
WILL
FOREIGN MINISTER
public. Senor De La Barra In the THAT ON PRIVILEGES AND ELEC HAD GATHERED ON FIELD TO SEE NOT UNLIKELY IT WILL BE CAR
city police to be on the lookout for STORY TOLD BY ROGERS OF
PENDING ELECTION OF A
TIONS TO HAVE COMPLETE
message extended to General Reyes
START OF
RIED TO THE NEW MFxir.o
the man on thin side of the river. CRIME BEFORE ARREST
SHOWS
his warmest thanks and congratulaNEW EXECUTIVE
SUPERVISION OF MATTER
FLIGHT TO MADRID
This morning Officer Kelly caught
COURT
SUPREME
tions on the excellent effect which
ADROIT DECEIT
Salazar and turned him over to Dep
was created throughout the republic
22. A prompt
Sheriff Enrique Sena. The Bhoes
Juarez, Mex., May 22 Tranquility
uty
May
Washington,
a.
Sentence will not be passed upon
rnysicians today
fans, May
"Guilty as charged in the indict
man is accused of stealing are
of an officially declared variety reigns oy tne spienaia ana patriotic" utter- and sweeping inquiry into new charges
the
condithe
a9
reported
satisfactory
William Rogers and Joseph Wiggins, said to
ancea of General Reyes contained in
In northern Mexico today for the first
have been of different col ment," was the verdict returned Satagainst Senator William Lorimer, of tion
of Antoine. B- - Monis, the French kidnapers of little Waldo Rogers, a
urday evening by the jury in the case
time In six months. Messages and tne manitesto given out by the ex Illinois, growing out of the recent inors, one black and one tan.
I
of
war
to
reof Joseph Wiggins, accomplice of Will
the
Associated
to
secretary
sent
today
couriers are being
Illinois state legis- premier and minister of the interior, nephew of one of the criminals, unthe
vestigation
by
General Reyei lature, was assured
Rogers in the famous Rogers kidnapmote Darts of the country, announc- tress on baturday.
DEMURRERS ARE QUASHED
today, when the who was seriously injured yesterday, til the other prisoners convicted at
- Is much
case. Less than ten minutes were
by the success of the
gratified
agreea
ing
of
are
peace
term
this
last
court
district
the
to
night
22.
that
decided
.
Federal
Okla.,
Muskogee,
May
lng
regular republicans
when an areoplane, piloted by M.
me
peace
declined
put
hostilities
by the jury In reaching an
required
the
negotiations
ended
sentenced. This is expected to occur Judge Campbell today quashed on dement definitely
present in the senate late today a
Train, dashed into a group of governThe judge completed his
agreement.
murrers
afternoon
between the revolutionists and the to discuss Mexican affairs beyond say
at
of
lat
the
by
indictments
the
the
for
conduct
a
calling
against
ment officials gathered on the military est Wednesday
he
instructions
to the jury at 5:42
of
the
ing
recognized
authority
as it is thought the court will score of state election officials who
federal government.
such an inquiry, under the direction
to wit have so far progressed with its
TTndizuised Joy beamed on the face Senor De La Barra, as the legally of the senate committee on privileges field at Issy Les Moullnea,
served at the last election. Tie of o'clock. When the jury fild back inness the start of the Paris to Madrid
as to be able to adjourn Wed ficials were indicted on a chatito of to the court room and announced that
of Judge Carbajal, the federal peace teieciea neaa or tne Mexican nation and elections.
It (had reached a verdict the hands
While not directly saying so, Gen
nvnv todav as he prepared to de- preventing negroes from voting un were
The democratic senators will sup race, killing Henry M. Berteau, the nesday afternoon or Thursday
eral
to
pointing at 5 : 50. The court
be
Reyes
here
appears
greatly port the resolution, which will be a French minister Of war and injuring
der the grandfather clause of the
part for Mexico City, his mission
room was intensely still aa John
tne
witn
four
selection
of
pieasea
election
law.
state
after
Roberts
returned
nearly
Foreign substitute for the La Follette resolu- two other men.
this after
Judge
Judge Campbell
being accomplished
Joerns, clerk of the court, read the
Minister ue u& Barra as provisional
weeks of parleys.
new committee of sen
a
Pierre Vedrine, undismayed by the noon from Raton, where he spent decided that the offense alleged was verdict. Wiggins sat quietly in his
tion,
naming
- president.
The
no
triumre
States
to
United
crime
the
convenwith
general
He
the
his
expects
against
family.
Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
The dem- wreck of his own machine yesterday, Sunday
ators to make the inquiry.
chair. HIS hands twitched convulsive
ceive further Instructions from his
2 o'clock. Atpliant leader of the revolt, sat In his
ocrats(held a caucus this morning and j'ist prior to the disaster in whici the ed court shortly after
ly but otherwise he gave no evidences
FIRST NAVAL AIRSHIP
house on the outskirts of the town, government aunng tne day.
decided In favor of a resolution di French minister of war was killed, torneys J. D. W. Veeder and Fred
of mental excitement. No t races of
The
in
Barrow
a
new
reference
May
to
motion
Francisco De La
Furness, England,
for a
content and happy, receiving scores I
that the Inquiry be conducted again started In, the Paris (o ATaTrid L. Burgan filed
emotion showed on his face when he
Barra as provisional president of the recting
race early this morning. Five others trial for their client, Wiggins, with 22. Great Britain's first naval air learned that he must again face a
of congratulatory telegrams on the
by the regular senate committee.
out argument.
This was overruled ship, the construction of which has sentence In the
repuouo proDaDly . indicates
success of the movement he Initiated..fVA4.J-l.Senator La Fol'ette had given no- withdrew.
..
.. I
penitentiary In Santa
a.
been Burrounded by much secrecy,
tne ais- - tfve ,ast week that ha would call up
' wH 11me to m wmcn
He will now await tie resignation or II "i
The disaster yesterday, at thej by the court. Messrs. Veeder and was
some of the best
he
where
Fe,
spent
to
launched
here
Is
ue
was
unlikeIntimate
not
that it
irora
successfully
received his resolution today. Senator Dilllns- - commencement Of an International Burgan
President Diaz, starting: for Mexico or
iiarrg
his
of
life.
years
an
is
of
the assumpanticipation
City within a week, when it la expectchairman of the committee on contest which premised to be one ot ly that they will appeal tht case to day. The ship was christened the
Clarence J. Roberts express
tion of that office, by Xe - Barrar harn,
the supreme court. It Js asserted Mayfly. The airship, which Is 602 edJudge
on privllege-and elections, will. In
ed to beooma an established tact.
his satisfaction when the verdict
is
of
tflat'
feet
the
in
case
type.
Intend
rigid
length,
the
they
fighting
on
Benor Madero tula atteraocm receiv within the next few days" Hinder' the troduce the resolution agreed on to(Continued
Page Five)
said:
before the higher tribunal.
It is especially designed for naval was read. He let
just day. It is probable that the commited a telegram from Minster Do La terms of the peace agreement
me ' congratulate
"Gentlemen,
can
on
the
and
bo
moored
is
understood
It
signed.
W.
purposes
that
J.
that
Haydon,
tee: on elections will be directed to
Earra at Mexico City, Indicating
oe nonesi men
not
You
could
you.
attorney for Rogers, has asked the water.
establishconduct the investigation through a
other verdict."
return
any
and
harmony will prevail In the
SILVER SERVICE
judge to pass sentence upon his client
The minment of the government.
Saturday afternoon saw the Wig
as soon as possible. The judge, howsaid:
Is
on
which
based
The
his
resolution,
trial brought swiftly to a close.
telegram
ister in
gins
MEXICAN REBELS
ever, announced this afternoon that FIFTH ACE CAUSED
One or two witnesses for the territory
the demand of the Illinois state sen"I thank you for your congratula
OBJECTED TO sentence would not be Imposed unwere examined on minor matters,
tions. I sincerely hope that with, the
ate that the case be reopened, was
til the close of the term. So much
this
when Wiggins took the Btand in his
senate
now
late
in
the
of
introduced
Mexico,
help of all good sons
MASSACRE
interest has been aroused as to what
CHINESE
FOUR
BE
TO
SHOT
chairdefense. Judge Roberts rerusea
own
by Senator Dillingham,
united in the eame sentiment of paTAFT punishment likely will be meted out
PETITION
PRESBYTERIANS
the admission of certain
allow
to
on
committee
of
the
privileges
of
man
peace
triotism, the
to Rogers and Wiggins that it is said
statements of Will Rogers made betne
TO REFUSE ACCEPTANCE OF
rules
Under
the
elections.
tenor
And
the
I
appreciate
will be rapid.
the men may be brought in quietly POKER GAME IN A COAL CAMP fore his arrest and announced some
IN DESPERATE FIGHT
AT
resolution lies over one day. The
GIFT FOR BATTLESHIP
with me
of your offer to
and sentenced at some time when
225 CELESTIALS ARE
SUDDENLY TERMINATED ON
will be
rulings concerning the instructions
resolution unquestionably
in this great work to which I shall
there are few spectators in the court
KILLED
he
REPORTED
proposed to make to the Jury.
DISCOVERY OF CARD.
adopted by the senate.
Atlantic Clty,..N. J., May 22. The room.
dedicate my energy. It will give me
These
rulings permitted the attorneys
s
went
Alfredo
Presbyterian general assembly
pleasure to receive Senor
It was expected that some time
defense a limited time in
for
the
APPOINTED COMMANDANT
on record today as being opposed to
Eagle Pass, Tex., May 22. In a desDominguez."
Kittaning, Pa., May 22. Five aces which to take exception to or amend
during this, afternoon the grand Jury
22
President
insurWashington, May
the acceptance by the navy depart- would bring in a true bill against were discovered in a deck of cards
Senor Dominguez, while on his way perate fight between Mexican
certain portions of the instructions.
to Mexico City, was designated by Ma- rectos and Chinamen at Torreon, 223 Taft today appointed Captain' Ells- ment of. a silver service for the bat- Joseph Kelly and Charles Crawford, with which a group of miners were
Attorneys John D. W. Veeder and
commandant
Chinamen were killed. This informa- worth Bertholdt, captain
dero to represent him temporarily.
tleship Utah, which has engraved on the two negroes who burglarized the playing poker here last night. Ac- Fred LBurgan made eloquent
the coffee tray an etching of Brigham Greenberger clothing store early on cording to the rules of the game, this
The. chief subject awaiting the at-- , tion was received here today by S.i'n of the revenue cutter service.
to
the jury in behalf ot
peeches
is not considered at all polite, and
Young, and a view of the Mormon
tention of both sides now is the per- Wah, owner of the Internatiou.l hotheir client. They admitted Wiggins
the usual results followed Imme- connection with the kidnaping hut
sonnel of the cabinet and the installa- tel at Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, across
temple at Salt Lake City in the back'.
the river from here. Details of the N. HI. CONSTITUTION
tion of the provisional governors.
ground.
diately.
ALLEGED TRAIN
said that the territory had failed to
A resolution of protest presented 2
Dick Sendirio, who was suspected
Though the peace agreement pro- reported slaughter have not reached
prove that he had committed the of
of manipulating the cards, it is alvides for the gradual dispersing of here, except that of the number of
by Theodore Morris of New York
fenses
charged in the indictment. DisANDREWS
DEFENDEDBY
the troops, it is not believed any Chinamen killed were fifty of Wah's
ROBBERHELEASED leged, shot and killed his brother trict AttorneyWard
City was adopted unanimously, and
argued the ter
the stated clerk was ordered to send
counter revolts or disturbances will ranch men and a banker, Dr. Lini.
Charles, and Andrew and Rocco Leo- ritory's side of the case. He called
of protest to President
occur. The object of the gradual dis- Wah has telegraphed the Chinese
pold Braltis, brothers, and also fatal- attention to thie unique character of
DELEGATE TOLD HOUSE TODAY telegrams
ex- minister at Washington
asking fo"
Taft and the chairman of the com- MEN HELD IN JAIL AT OGDEN, ly wounded Walter Sjilesh. Previousbanding of the insurrectos, it is
the crime and the particularly das
IT WAS RATIFIED BY 18,000
UTAH, FOR SOUTHERN PACImittee of the house of representaly Dick had been badly beaten by tardly nature of it.
plained) is to maintain for a short protection.
MAJORITY.
GO FREE.
FIC HOLD-Uthe other players. He fled after the
tives, which is considering the
time a good fighting force by which
The instructions of the court to the
scatCOMMENCEMENT AT STANFORD.
shooting.
to keep order among the small
jury were explicit in every detail.
Palo Alto, Cai., May 22. Com- . Washington, May 22. The house of
tered bands who might feel inclined
Ogdeh, Utah, May 22. Committing
They covered every point of tne law.
GREAT UNREST IN POTRUGAL
to disregard the peace agreement. mencement at Leland Stanford- - uni- representatives today resumed the de
Magistrate Murphy this morning orOKLAHOMA BANKERS MEET.
Thoaa in the court room who had
Madrid, May 22. Advices received heard the evidence In the case enter-taineTrouble is anticipated with the rebels versity closed this morning with the bate on the resolution providing
dered Bryan O'Hare and Victor Clore,
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 22.
who have been held in the county here through official channels from
In Lower California, though the
gradluation exercises. The address
no doubt, after listening to
Arizona and New Mex- The Oklahoma Bankers' association
are that the political situation the
verLisbon
on
of
the
there have not been allied to the graduates was delivered by statehood for
the
jail
robbing
charge
this
in
convention
annual
judge's instructions, that the
began its
ico.
Great
is
in
limited
unsatisfactory.
Southern
Pacific
Portugal
overland
with the Madero movement. The rebel Bishop David Williams of Michigan.
dict would be against" Wiggins.
city today with a good attendance.
chiefs here will send envoys or
Representative Roberts of Nevada, Features of the initial session this train on January 2, last, discharged, apprehension is felt over the deep
The Statement Ruled Out.
to Lower California, urging
contended that as a majority of the morning were the annual address of there being not suffiicent cause to current of discontent throughout the
During the trial of Joe Wiggins
believe the men guilty of that of- nation.
the acceptance of the conditions CASUALTY INSURANCE
people of both territories had approv- President J. E. Ferguson of Enid,
afternoon, John D. W. VeedreSaturday
Should
here.
fense.
they
agreed upon
ed the new constitutions they should and an address by George B. Harrian
er, attorney for Wiggins, during
CHare and Clore were arrested
fuse, an armed expedition, which probson, Jr., president of the New EngCOMPANIES COMBINE not be compelled" to vote again.
attemptWill
ot
TO
WORK
Rogers,
WOMEN
examination
Pascual
Orozco,
near Detroit, Mich., some weeks ago.
ably will be led by
Representative Crumpacker of In- land National bank of Kansas City.
ed to introduce in evidence the first
of the train last JanuIn the hold-u- p
will be sent to subdue them.
diana, approved the New Mexico constatement ot Will Rogers made to
Madero has received telegrams ENTER
TO stitution but denounced the judiciary
AGREEMENT
INTO
ary, William N. Davis, a porter, was
BUT EIGHT HOURS Sheriff
Secundino Romero and Capkilled and another porter, A. N. Tayfrom his chiefs at Colima and Pachuca
RAISE RATES FROM 15 TO
recall plan of Arizona.
Fornoff, in the shierlff's oftain
Fred
that work was progressing in establor, was fatally wounded.
A defanse of the New Mexico-- con- GENERAL REYES'
140 PER CENT.
of April 8. The
NEW LAW IN CALIFORNIA, WON fice, on the evening
lishing provisional governments in
stitution as ratified, was made by
the statement
to
allow
refused
court
"places recently taken by the insurAFTER BITTER FIGHT, WENT
EXTRA SESSION IN ARKANSAS.
22. Thirty or more Delegate Andrews of that territory.
witness
a
against
As
admitted.
to
Chicago,
be
May
ILL
Mexico
rectos near
City.
WIFE VERY
INTO EFFECT TODAY.
Little Rock, Ark., May 22. The
of the casualty insurance compaines Mr. Andrews said that the people
Rogers had admitted
Wiggins,
Joseph
members of the Arkansas legislature
of the United States and similar for- of New Mexico had approved tha'r
that he planned the details for the
a majority of 18,000
assembled in special session ' today
Diaz to Resign May 24
San Francisco, May 22. The eight- kidnaping of his brother's child, and
eign- concerns doing business la. this constitution by
would SUFFERING WITH INFLAMMATION in pursuance of the call' issued a hour
Mexico City, May 22. News of the country, have combined to , raiB and, that he was convinced it
day. for women workers, provid- arranged with Wiggins to come to
in
amend
it
to
a
matter
be
Gov. 'Donaghey.' i The ed in a bill presented by the recent
OF LIVER AT HER HOME
week
ago
simple
by
the
a
in
to
a
news
of
agreement
article
by
peace
rates, according
the house of his brother on the night
signing
IN PARIS.
governor will ask the legislature to legislature after a bitter struggle, of March 28, when hia brother and
Mexican government and the . rebel the Tribune today. As a result em- the future.'
The house will vote on the resolumake an appropriation for completing went into effect in California today. sister-in-lawould be absent from
peace commissioners at Juarez, was ployers desiring liability 'nsurance
tomorrow.
tion
the new capltol and also to provide Women employed by laundries, ex- the house, attending the Olga Nether-sol- e
received by the Mexican capital today must pay increases varying i'rom 15
Paris, May 22. Senora Reyes, wi(e
revenue
ot General Bernardo Reyes, the Mexi- for a general revision of the
with a remarkable absence of demon to 140 per cent The attorney genpress companies and telephone and
performance at the Duncan op-eAT OMAHA.
stration. The, feeling here was that eral has, it is said, instituted an inBOILERMAKERS
can
telegraph companies and nearly all
ary of war, is seriously system.
horse, anS the child would be in
other business except the handling the house alone wnh.' the nurse girl.
while peace had "been generally ac- quiry into this alleged trust.
Omaha, Neb., May 22. Between ill of inflammation of the liver at her
'
a
President
suburb
since
SESSION
IN
ever
of perishable fruit,- will be 'given ad- . Rogers said that Wiggins was to go
as
Sur
a
fact
PRESBYTERIANS
in
Seine,
home
Neuilly
cepted
three and four hundred delegates,
sent
STIMSON IS SWORN IN
A
been
22.
have
four
UnitDiaz fixed the date of his retirement,
vantage of the shorter hours. Sev- to the house alone on that night, take
Paris.
of
Cablegrams
May
of
the
Louisville,
Ky.,
many
parts
representing
the dilatory proceedings of the last Washington, May 22. Henry L. ed States and Canada, gathered In to General Reyes, whose journey to days' session of the general assembly eral employers have declared they the child from the nurse girl, and
. few
days were a cause of apprehen- Stimson of New York today was Omaha today for the annual conven- the Mexican capital was interrupted of the Presbyterian church In the intend to enforce the strict letter leave witli her the letter which he adsion lest the peace program might sworn In as secretary of war, suc- tion of the International Boilermak- in Havana, pending developments in United States began here today with of the law in order to show that it
receive a set back and consequently ceeding J. M. Dickinson, resigned.
the hearing of committee reports. is impracticable. ,
the Mexican revolutionary situation.
(Contlnued on Page Two.'
ers' association.
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a
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Sunburst Silk, Cadet Hose, Butterick
Patterns and Publications, Toilet Articles

and Threads of all kinds.
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Rogers appeared, Wiggins ordered soon as the room of Helen's door was spoke to her husband over the phone,
them both into the bed room, and car- opened about three Inches, the man that is, I put the automobile up first
shoved or pushed me with his left and when I returned to the house Helried out his part of the project in
(Continued From Page One)
into the room and backed me en talked to Albert, her husband. It
hand
him.
given
previously
Wiggins, however, denied that he against the wall, standing about Bix was not yet 2 o'clock; that is all there
mitted he had prepared and written pointed his pistol at Mrs. Rogers. He feet from me and pointing the gun at was of it and we stayed at my fathon the typewriter. He met Wiggins admitted being armed.
me all the time with his right hand. er's house until Thursday
night,
at his garage on Bridge street on the
The man then handed Helen a letter March 30th.
had
made
Will
show
To
that
Rogers
night o March 28, about 8:30 o'clock. three statements, entirely different and demanded that she read it at
"Delivery" of the Ransom.
Wiggins put on the old clothes, the from each other, for the purpose of once. She did so, reading part of the
On Thursday night about 7 o'clock,
T.
out loud. Albert, (A. T. Rogers, Jr.) and his
cap and mask and left for the A.
attacking his credibility before the letter to herself and part
returned
He
residence.
Jr.,
man then demanded that she hurry wife went to the home of Albert and
The
Rogers,
atfor
the
Wiggins
attorneys
Jury,
about 9 o'clock and found Will Rogto introduce in evidence the and said: "Hurry up and dress the kid telephoned me from his house to get
ers waiting for him at the garage. tempted
of Rogers made to or child." In the meantime the man things ready and for me to get ready
statement
first
was
Wiggins stated that Will Rogers
Sheriff Romero, Captain Fred Fornoff watched every move I made and to start out about 10:30 o'clock. I did
Bitting in the garage, smoking a pipe and William B. Stapp, deputy sher warned me to keep hack, holding the so, and went up to his house about
Rogers asked
when he returned.
iff and also the confession of Rog slxshooter pointed at my head all the 10:20 o'clock of said Thursday night.
him:
ers, made at the Castenada hotel and time; after the child was dressed the Albert then instructed me what to do,
"Did you get the child?"
man backed both of us In the closet and he warned me to be careful and
not which was published at the time in
Wiggins replied: "No.. I could
and picked up the child of my sister follow instructions. I started out on
and
statement
The
first
The Optic.
open the door with the key you gave confession were ruled out by the
Helen, and backed out of the the trip, out on the Watrous and Los
me."
door.
Helen
and myself rushed down Alamos road, from East Las Vegas,
for
counsel
to
which
Wiggins
court,
Rogers said: "You should have put excepted.
stairs to the telephone, but upon tak New Mexico, and I was stopped on
the key in the door, then pulled it
down the receiver I found thai said road about two and one halt
Rogers' first statement to the offi- ing
back towards you a trifle, and the
the telephone was disconnected and miles north of the Santa Fe railroad
adroitness
and
skill
cers
the
shows
was stockyards, by a masked man, with a
bey would have turned the lock."
with which he endeavored to throw that the receiver of the telephone
ofT.
Nothing further could be done that
out
looked
We
of
torn
the sixsbooter in his right hand pointed at
then
of
view
In
trail.
off
the
officers
the
1f me.
to
sea
night, and the matter waB postponed his
window
front
or
door
the
I turned the machine to the left
subsequent admissions, his first
until the following night, Marcn it
we could see the man or in what di of the road to avoid striking him or
as
statement
is
interesting reading,
According to Will Rogers' story, it
on the witness stand rection he went, but could see iio possibly the fence and realizing that
was on March 29 that he began to his testimony
false in every par- trace. We were then at a loss what I was in for It, I stopped. The man
to
be
realize the enormity of the offense showed It
ticular. The statement shows him to to do and finally decided to get in stepped up and warned me to keep
they were about to commit, and when
ofbe a romancer of considerable ability my automobile and go to Hal and Ned my hands where they were, that is
Wiggins came to the Agua Pura
v other
Raynolds' houses and also to the on the steering wheel of the automoaccomplishfice to see him, he told Wiggins, along with his
house of D. T. Hoskins. This was bile. He reached his hand around and
ments.
"that there would be nothing doing
about or between fifteen minutes or felt to see if I had a gun on me, and
a
follows:
statement
The
that night," and that he gave him
one-hahour after the kidnaping. M casually struck me on the shoulder
couple of cigars and told him to go Territory of New Mexico, County of sister, Helen, then went with me to and said: "Kid, you have more nerve
home about 8:30 and go to bed. He
San Miguel. ss.
get my machine, and we started from than I thought you had," and he also
then went to the house of his brother,
of East Las Vegas, the garage in the new town directly said, "you people use better judgment
Willie
Rogers,
to remain during the night, and when County of San Miguel, being first to the house of Hal Raynolds, but we than
anyone I have struck yet," and
11
Wiggins entered the house about
on his oath deposes and could not arouse anybody there. We noticing the
sworn
duly
package on my lap, he
o'clock on the night of the 29th he says:
then went to Ned Raynolds' house, and took the package and said, "You are
was much surprised, as he thought
That on Wednesday night, March awoke Mrs. Ned Raynolds, and she sure it is all there, Kid?" and I said
Wiggins understood him to say that 29th, 1911, I was awakened about informed us that the Raynolds were that I
thought it was. Then he took
on
not be ng able to kidnap the child
11:30 by a flash light from a dark out of town. We then went directly the paper on the outside of the packmatter
the
28,
of
March
the night
to the residence of D. T. .Hoskins, and age and opened It; that was the letter
lantern and by the voice of my
was off.
we found him and asked him if we or copy we had of the instructions.
in-law
me
to
that
Helen, calling
,
Didn't Call Deal Off.
there was some one in the house. I could get Into the bank to get some He then tore the end of the package
Wiggins was put on the witness awoke; the light from the lantern was money, and he informed us that we open and looked at the contents and
stand to testify in hla own defense. shining in my face, and realizing that could not, as the time lock was set then gave me the following instrucHe denied the statement of Rogers there was someone there I reached on the vaults and they could not be tions: He said, "I'll trust you kid,
that the deal was called off after its for my pistol which was under the opened until morning. We were at go up here and turn around," and
failure upon the first attempt. He pillow and was just about to grasp the house of Ned Raynolds about five pointed north.
He said, "Don't go
stated that Rogers arranged with him my pistol, when I distinguished that minutes and we were at the house of through town like you came up" (how
to come to the house on the twenty-ninth- , I was covered by a pistol In the hands D. T. Hoskins about five or ten min he worded it I don't know, but he
that he did as he was request- of some one, the barrel of said pis- utes, and it was about 11:30 .when mentioned Barney Oldfield's name,
ed; that when he got to the door of tol gleaming from the light of the the child was taken. When we left and warned me not to go fast). He
the house, he found the screen door lantern, and some man said: "Hand the house of D. T. Hoskins we went said: "Go over to the 'gap in the
open and the lock on the front door that over to me," and motioned with directly home;- that is to the home ol hills called Kearney's, and you will
fixed in such a way that the door his pistol to get up. I arose from A. T. Rogers,- Sr. We went into the find the child all right." So then I
opened without his using the key; my bed and the man shoved me out house and talked the matter over started out, but first went up the said
that he walked up the stairway, and in the hall, but said nothing further with the folks, and then telephoned road for a' short way and turned
A. T. Rogers, Jr., at Raton. It was around as he directed me to do.
was met by Rogers; that Rogers call- at that time. Then my sister-in-lato come from (Helen) turned on the light in her then about 1:30 a. m. of said day,
ed for his sister-in-la"Finding" of the Child
her room into the hall and when Mrs. room and opened the door. Just as Thursday, March 30th, 1911. Helen
The place where I delivered the
WIGGINS FOUND GUILTY

r

I

new, stylish and high grade suit, for men
or boys at '

Just the commencement

ONE-THIR- D

H

EV-- T

money in the package above mention
ed to the man has been shown to Se- cundino Romero, sheriff of San Miguel county by me, in fact all the different places and point3 where I went
on this trip have been shown to him
by me. I then proceeded on my trip
to the point designated where I was to
find the child, that is to Kearney's
Gap. I went on the road to Kearney's
Gap, going through Las Vegas and
west from Las Vegas. I encountered
bad roads, and was compelled to go
very slow' and at a place where the
ro.d was quite bad and rough I saw
just off the road by the light of my
machine what looked like something
wraped up In a blanket, and knowing
my mission, I naturally investigated
and found the child there and on the
blanket was laying the gun empty
which was taken aawy from me the
previous night. This point where I
found the child has also been shown
to Mr. Secundino Romero, the said
sheriff. I took the child in my arms,
backed the machine and returned
home.
The man who took the kidnaped
chjJd from the house was of medium
height, light built; he wore an overcoat that came about his knees, a
dark coat, and a light colored mask
covering his entire face; the hands
were white and did not appear to be
the hands- of a laboring man. That
is all I can remember of the descrip
tion. The pistol the man pointed at
me was of white metal;
the man
wore a cap, that is, It appeared to me
like the cap and mask were only one
piece.
The description of the man to whom
I delivered the money was taller than
the man who stole the child; his face
was entirely covered by a black mask
and he wore a dark cap; he did not
wear an overcoat; the gun he had
was of a large size and of dark metal ;
he wore cheap canvass gloves which
were quite loose. At the time I delivered the money there was another
man standing about ten steps from
the automobile (to the west).
That I make the foregoing affidavit and statement of, my own' free
will and accord and without any coercion and I acknowledge above as
my free act and deed.
W. H. ROGERS.
(Signed)
Subscribed and sworn to before me'
this 8th day of April', 1911.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO,
Probate Clerk, San Miguel County, N.
M.
By W. B. Stapp, Deputy.
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Six Pairs of Member, WAo Had the Same
Birthday-Old- est
Youngest Members-Th- ose
Bora on Foreign Soil.

MR.JAFT

SOME REASONS WHY

and

GOTHAM'S NEW PUBLIC
v
n T THE SUPREME COURT JUSTICE
asnington. May 22. There are six born abroad while their
HAS EVERY KNOWN MODERN
parent were
pairs of members of the house of rep
HAS NO THOUGHT OF PRESI
traveling. Senators Lorimer and Net
CONVENIENCE
resentatives
who
had the same birth son were both
DENTIAL NOMINATION.
brought , to the United
days.
States
In
their careers.
early
Sena
.
Vi , v-- l.
Julius Kahn of California was born tor
lum. May zz.New York will
Galllnger's
father
was
D. C, May 22.
of
Dutch
Washington,
in Germany on the last
dedicate Wednesday a
day of Feb extraction, while his mother was an
magnificent Charles E. Hughes, late'governor of
PUDH clibrary
ruary. 1861, while David E. Finley'of American.
building, the exerclsM iVew York and now associate
justice
south Carolina, chairman of the house The house members
being participated in by President of the United States
born abroad
supreme court, committee on
Taft, Governor John A. Dix. Mavor nag let
printine first raw t n are as follows: ,
it be known that he has re
in
South
light
Carolina.
uaynor and a distinguished represen fused to be the
Born In
candidate of the pro
of
The oldest pair of "twins" in the Missouri and Germany Bartholdt
tation or cultured men and women.
Kahn of California.
gressives for the 'republican nomlna- house
come
from the same state, IlliBorn in Bohemia Sabath of Hit
inis norary, which is the lareest uou ior president. Now the pro
building for this specific purpose in gressives' are desiring to know wuo nois, but one of them was bora in nois.
the world, has been nine years in the
Born in Ireland Graham of Illiwas that offered him the nomina Ireland, while the other is a native
Ulinolsan. James M. Graham, who nois, Smith of
building. The library is a merger of tion.
Michigan, Donohoe of
t
district of Pennsylvania, and O'Sbauehnessy of
tnree privately established public li
ine story was started by a man representswasthe Twenty-firsborn
in
Ireland, April 4, Rhode Island.
brariesthe Astor library, the Lenox who writes politics for a New York Illinois,
Born In Canada Campbell of Kan
library and the Tllden Trust. Of paper. Thu man had it from a man 1S52. Mr. Graham was a member of
these institutions the Astor is the who had it from a source of undoubt the Ballinger-Plncho- t
investigating sas and Hughes of West Virginia
committee, and Is now chairman of
oldest. It was founded In 1849 and ed reliability that the
Born in Scotland Wilson of Pennprogressive re the committee on
had an endowment of $941,000, with publicans had decided that the
expenditures in the sylvania.
only
an annual income of $47,000. The man who could beat Taft for the nonii interior department. The other Illi
Born in Austria-Hungar- y
Berger ot
nois "twin" Is James McKlnley, who Wisconsin.
Astor library owned its own site and iiauvu was me
it was comes
from the Fourteenth district.
Born in Sweden
building and 267,000 books.
declared that Hughes was acceptable
Lindbergh of
J. L. Hartman, a new member from
The Lenox library, founded in 1870. to the progressive wing of the party,
Born in Hawaii -- J. Kuhio Kalanlahad and endowment of $505,000 and but was enough of a conservative to Pennsylvania, was born in that state
hold the support of the standpat fa on June 18, 1853. On the same day, noale.
owned 86,000 books.
James L. Slayden, who is chairman of
Uon."
Born in the Philippine Islands Be-
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Vicksburg, Mass.,' May 22. The lmevery
posing monument erected by the state
or Wisconsin In the
Vicksburg Na
daUy haPPenl"e
tional Military park was dedicated
with impressive "ceremonies today,
this being the forty-eight- h
annivert0
sary of General Grant's famous as
goes into
sault on Vicksburg in which the Wisconsin tiroops had a prominent part.
Governor P. E. McGovern of Wisconsin, accompanied by his staff and
a large party of civil war veterans,
progressive merchants advertise in
arrived on a special train to particolumns.
cipate in the exercises. Captain 0.
W. Bird, of the monument commission, made the presentation address
and Governor McGovern In behalf of
the people of Wisconsin accepted the
best
a town can have is
monument, which he turned over to
live
D.
General
Frederick
Major
Grant,
who received it for the federal gov
ernment. The literary oration of the
INTERESTING events are cnronicled six
day was delivered by Dr. Jenkin
1
week.
days in
Lloyd Jones of Chicago, who was a
member of a Wisconsin battery in the
The Tllden Trust was endowed for
The story appeared to take hold the house committee on library, was nito Legarda and Manhel L Quezou.
siege of Vicksburg. Other partici- 2 million dollars and owned 20,000
COURAGE is a feature of
editorial
on the imaginations of the political bcrn In Texas.
Representative Lindbergh is one of
pants in the exercises included offi volumes.
On
March 10, 1855, E. W. Town- the leading house
writers.
variSeveral
cial representatives of the state of
papers printed
insurgents.
His
The new library is at the corner
ous versions of it. Then came the send, who represents the Seventh New autobiography does not state at what
Mississippi and a considerable num of Fifth avenue and Forty-secon- d
district, was born. He became age ne began to insurge, but It does
ber of confederate veterans who were street and the site ha3 belonged to statement that the proposition had Jersey
uoted before he came to congress by say that his father
on their way home from the recent the city since 1823, when it was pur- been put up to Justice Hughes and
brought him ;n
writing "Chimmie Fadden" and other the United States when he was less
chased for a potter's field, In which he had turned it down. He was quot
encampment.
plays, books, and short stories. than a year old.
HWeek
The Wisconsin monument is de- to bury, the poor of the city. The site ed as saying that he preferred a seat novels,
On
same day, Everis A. Hayes,
the
on
the supreme bench to a berth in
Representative Kahn of California
clared to be one of the most elabor- covers a city block and is now valued
a
republican insurgent in the house, was brought over when he was Ave
ate of battlefield memorials. The at twenty million dollars. The libra the White House.
was born in Wisconsin.
years old, and when he struck out
progressive senators declare that
monument was erected with a state ry is 390 feet long on Fifth avenue
The year 1869 was particularly not for himself he bacem an
if Hughes had been considered as a
actor and
appropraition of $100,000. The ma- and 270 feet deep. The exterior of
able in that two
of congression- supported many of the
leading actors
terial is WInnsboro granite from the great building Is entirely of white candidate they knew nothing of it. al "twins" were pairs
born. On March 24 of this country
during his stage
South Carolina. The design embodies marble and Its architecture Is a blend The story stated explicitly that Sena Charles A.
one of the stanch
Kennedy,
He makes no mention of this
tor
La
Follette
had
been
consulted
e
a twelve-piecfluted column, eight of Italian and French Renaissance,
standpatters of the house and the only fact, however, in his sketch in the
feet in diameter and sixty feet high, "thoroughly harmonized and made and had given the Hughes movement one
left on the Iowa delegation, and Congressional
his
endorsement.
The
Wisconsin
in
Directory.
set on a broad platform which is ap congruous, not merely conglomerate,"
Claude
Kitchin of North Carolina, one
denied
this.
surgent
Came
to
a
wide
and
In Boyhood
American
flight Gustave Kobbe, the author, writes of
proached by
long
Senator Bristow said he had never of the best of the democratic tariff
of steps. At either side is a magnifi the building. All the marble used in the
Representative
'
Sabath
of
Illinois
orators, were born. On August 16 of
came to the United States when he
cent bronze group, one representing. library was exposed to the weather heard the progressives discuss the the same year the
"twins"
youngest
of
advisability
nominating Hughes.
was fifteen years old, and waa the
the infantry and the other the cav- for a year or more' to test Its qualities
They first
"For my part," said Senator Bris- in the house came to light.
Bohemian to sit in the halls of
.
.
airy arm of the service. The shaft of endurance.
C.
are
D.
S,
Carter
of
Oklahoma
and
tow, "I do not consider Hughes a
congress. Two years before he was
ia surmounted by a great bronze ef
A feature of the structure which
H.
of
Alabama.
Dent,
jr..
He agreed with the
progressive.
figy of "Old Abe," the famous Wis has called forth some unfavorable
Three members of the house were elected, a prominent democratic brewOil decision and most of tyis
consin bald eagle which went through criticism Is its stern practicality. The Standard
New
Year's day babies. S. W. Gould er of Chicago, who is also a Boheother acts have been favorable to
the war with the Eighth Wisconsin main entrance opens from Fifth ave the interests. All he ever did was to of Maine was born January 1, 1852; mian, accepted the nomination for conC. B. Randell of Texas, in 1857; and gress in order to attain the honor of
nue upon a rotunda of dignified sim
regiment.
prosecute a lot of thieves and that is
to
not
has
It
C. Stevens of Minnesota, in 1861. being the first of his nationality to
been
Fred
said
it
plicity.
not exclusively a progressive preroga
Thomas Parron of Maryland, a new come to Washington as a member of
large enough, nor sufficiently impres tive."
He fell In the Roosecongress.
sive. The hallways and corridors are
Some habits one should want to break and
memberswas the only representative velt
FEELINGS OF
landslide in 1904, and Mr.
to be born on Lincoln's birthday,
simple and severe. Tb-- floors are
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
Sabath
got the honor two years
Mo mural
laid In marble and
February XZ. John E. Baker of Cali- later.
A FRENCH ENGINEER
ARE INJURED paintings decorate thetiling.
M.
James
Representative
fornia, Michael Donohoe of Pennsylwalls, atlhough
The; Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
the callings are richly adorned. The
vania, and George W. Rauch of In- Graham of Illinois came to the
United
States
from
habit anyone can have.
Ireland
at
good
the
architects felt that it would be better
diana, all democrats, were born on
IS
MUNICIPAL
EXECUTIVE to leave blank
KANSAS
of sixteen.
age
22.
which
be
Washington's
birthday, February
panels
might
Kepresentative .1. M. C. Smith of
COMPLAINS OF CRITICISMS
filled gradually, as the city may see
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
George W. Prince of Illino's was born
AND SLIGHTS.
He Michigan, Richard Bartholdt of Mis
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
fit, rather than crowd the library with MEMORIAL DEDICATED TO COUNT on March 4, inauguration day.
was sworn in as a member of con- souri, William B. Wilson of Pennsvl.
L'ENFANT, WHO LAID OUT
paintings which the artistic judgment
best opportunity that fle may find and then
vanla, and George F. O'Shaunessy
of
gress in the Fifty-fifta
condemn,
later
generation might
congresB on of
WASHINGTON
follows
Topeka, Kan., May 22. "Smile and
up the "lead," will surely get quick
Rhode Island, all reached the shores
his birthday. W. C. Houston ot TenEvery possible convenience for the
do not take too seriously the com;
success.
of
the
United
States before they were
nessee, P. M. Bell of Georgia, and
ment made by citizens. When one man or woman or child who wants
Washington, May 22. After many N. E.
eight years of age. The latter beKendall
of
Iowa
Is
their
read
There
been
has
t")
must
helped
or
arranged.
she
he
enters public service,
of
oblivion,
years
comparative
came a Tammany lieutenant in New
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
a reading room for the blind. There the memory of Major L'Enfant, the parents celebrate St. Patrick's day.
be prepared to take criticism.
York
and
over
moved
into
Is
Rhode
will
help people to get what they want when
"All the little doings of a public is a children's reading room, with lit young French engineer who drew the Charles H. Burke of South Dakota was land
only lour years ago. RepresenNo memwant it.
they
officer occupying the high position ot tie tables and chairs small enough so plans for the city of Washington, born on April fool's day.
tative Michael Donohoe of Pennsylber
was
of
4
the
house
on
born
of
thatsmall
the
their
comJuly
occupants was honored this afternoon when' the
legs
mayor are the subjects of free
vania was born in 1864. and staved
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
ment on the part of free citizenship." will not have to hang over Into space, memorial erected over his grave in or Christmas day.
on the "old sod" for twenty-tw- o
years
The oldest member of the present
The main reading room of the libra the Arlington national cemetery was
This was the advice sent Mrs. Ella
to the United
Is General Isaac C. Sherwood, before emigrating
unveiled. Several addresses were house
Wilson, mayor of Hunnewell, Kan., in ry is 295 feet in length, seventy-seveStates.
a
the
democrat,
dou
Toledo,
representing
a letter by Attorney General John feet wide and fifty feet high. A
made, among the speakers being
Representative Victor L. Berger of
ble rood screen, divided into arches, President Taft, Ambassador Jusser-an- d O., district." General Sherwood was
S. Dawson.
the only socialist who has
Wisconsin,
on
born
1835.
13,
August
of France and Senator EHhu
The mayor had complained to Gov- the purpose of which is to serve the
ever
a
been
member of congress, reernor Stubbs, Who referred the mat- delivery staff, bisects the room. Of Root. Cardinal Gibbons delivered the Joseph G. Cannon of Illinois is the mained abroad
long enough to get his
in
of
second
point
age, having been
this screen Gustave Kobbe writes
invocation. The memorial was unveilter to the attorney general.
education In the universities of his
1836.
on
born
7,
May
said
and
in
proportion, simple
"Elegant
Mrs. Wilson in her complaint
ed by Miss Eleanor Carroll Morgan,
Four members of the house have native land, and came to the United
of William Dudthe councllmen refused to meet at dignified in design, with beautiful
been
born since 1880, at which time States Just before graduation.
the place 'she named, and she also carved Corinthian columns, it carries ley Dlggs, friend of L'Enfant, and on
told of a cartoon from a Glasgow, its beholder back to the old English whose farm In Prince George county, General Sherwood and former Speak
er cannon bad attained the age ot
Scotland, paper, in which the woman abbeys. The material Is quarter saw- Maryland, the body was interred prior
e
years. They are Sidney
was
oak."
ed
American
Hunnewell
to being removed to Arlington last forty-fivpolice officer of
Anderson
of Minnesota and R. J, Bulk- Woodwork pays an important part year.
shown arresting a burly burglar.
ley of Ohio, born in 1880, and B. P.
"Don't twist my arm," says the bur- in the interior of the new library.
Harrison
and W. F. Murray of Massamillion
feet
of
a
half
square
"I'll
Nearly
go quietly."
glar,
BRAIN STORM HIS DEFENSE.
chusetts, born in 1881. The latter is
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and
Under the cartoon was poetry, and Circassion walnut, French walnut and
22.
The
White Plains, N. Y., May
urinary irregularities.
the
member
the
youngest
house
of
of
criticised
used.
been
were
has
oak
Indiana
the
and
this
picture
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse ubstitute
case or uorporai Lawrence sponr,
representatives.
'
The books are housed in a stack who is
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS
by the mayor..
charged with the murder of
DRUG CO.
Born on Foreign Soil
In closing his letter, Mr. Dawsoj room'297 feet long, seven stories high Rosa O'Toole, came up for trial here
Each
feet wide.
says: "I can assure you that you and seventy-eigh- t
In both houses of the present con
today. Corporal Spohr is a musician
will be protected in your rights, and story is seven feet high and the stacks and marksman of Battery G, First gress there are twenty-twmembers
the laws of the state and the city themselves are made of steel beams United States Coast artillery, station- who were born on foreign soil. This
I
ordinances of your town will be obey- fitted with floor slabs of marble one ed at Fort Slocum. The murder of list includes the delegates from
MATINEE
MATINEE
one-hathick.
The
of
'whole
inches
total
the
the
takes
if
and
it
ed
power
which he is accused occurred here on Hawaii and the Philippine Islands, and
state of Kansas to back you up."
shelf length in this room is sixty-thre- e the night of April 21. Spohr found recalls to mind a speech made in the
I
AND NIGHT
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
miles and there is twenty-seve- n
AND NIGHT
the girl out walking with a young house a number of years ago by
miles of additional shelf space in railroad brakeman. He followed them Champ Clark, who, opposing the an
LEFT 145 DESCENDANTS.
Pinchus
other parts of the building. The li to her home, seriously wounded the nexation of Hawaii, made the predicWarsaw, May 22.--a prominent Jewish citi- brary can easily accommodate four man and then killed the girl. It is tion that some day there would si',
zen of Warsaw, has died at the re- million books.
understood his defense will be that in the house of representatives a repCarrer and Hastings were the archi- he had a "brain storm" at the time resentative from the "cannibal isputed age of 120 years. He had 145
John of the shooting.
tects for the public library.
and
children, grandchildren,
lands," who would address the chaii
Carrere was killed by a taxicab be"with a watering mouth." In the list
fore the great structure over which he
are seven senators, twelve members
GOOD ROADS CONGRESS.
worked so hard was completed.
Birmingham, Ala., May. 22. Dele of the house, and the three delegates
Unlike so many modern buildings, gates and visitors from many states above mentioned. The senators born
Vim. Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
the New York publio library is built are pouring into Birmingham to at abroad are as follows:
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
a3 the ancients built, for eternity. The tend the annual meeting of the Na
Born in England Lorimer of Illivault of the rotunda is a true vault, tional Good Roads congress. It is nois, Wetmore of Rhode Island, and
Direct here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park The
not a veneer hung from supports believed that nearly two' thousand Sutherland of Utah.
,
Greatest Amusement Pt.rk in America
above. The walls are sold mansory. delegates will be on hand when, the
Born in Canada Galllnger of New
On
The roof is masonry, tiling and metal. gathering ia called to order by Preci- - Hampshire and Stephenson of WisSteel has only been used where the dent A. C. Jackson of Chicago. The consin.
MISS BLANCHE LYONS
-ancients would have used wood. The sessions of the congress will last four
sSoTs?
Born in Ireland Oliver of Pennsvl-vania- .
nuVgViHo
millions that went into it will endure days.
Virtuoso
Governors, members of conOTTO H jaOOrV
and as the library Is enriched from gress, mayor of cities and other perBorn in Norway Nelson of Minneand
to
it
will
"
year
legacy
gift
by
year
HENRY MAYER.
sons of prominence will be among sota.
"There's a Reason"
Soloist
grow in beauty and usefulness.
the speakers.
Senators Wetmore and Oliver were
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ball. . The true fan prefers, high class
"I !
baseball to an Inferior article, but
!
1879
if be can't see the better grades,
ESTABLISHED
OPTIC CUP
IN COMPETITION FOR
he is willing and anxious to see the
cheaper article. When everything
PUBLISHBD BT
5.00; lambs $5.607.00; fed wether VIGOROUS BIDDING
;
on
wire
a
IN
will
barb
he
lails
sit
else
TRANSACTIONS
,
and yearlings ?4.50fl&.&u; iea
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
The Trip to a Bottomless Laksi dian maid who wandered from her
see
to
the
a
hours
fence
time
at
for
IiaouHPOBlTKDl
era ewes $4.O04.50.
It was a strange party that started tribe and was lost on the mountain.
school boys running up a 48 to 26
SENDS WHEAT UP
For days she wandered alone without
"Bottomless Lake."
for
the
PADGETT v.. .W.. EDITOR score."
STOCHSJXTENSIVE
STOCK
LIVE
a
of
from
CHICAGO
she
man,
was
save
berries
the
food,
picked
composed
The party
o
'
Chicago, May 22. Cattle Receipts
his wife, five little children, a yellow bushes growing on the mountain.
RAINS
BOUNTIFUL
MUCH.
on
water
The
DISPLAY
the
OF
.8TRENQTH
no
horse.
or
black
snbw
was
Market steady to a shade HOWEVER,
25,000.
There
AMEKICANS AND THE
dog and an old
CROP
NEW
IN
Texas
CAUSES DROP
lower.
Beeves $5.1006.40;
BY MARKET FEATURE OF
mother and "rathe rode bicycles and mountain at that time and she
western steer
steers $4.605-.60-:
DELIVERIES
the children and dog rode in the old dying from thirst. One evening at
DAY'S TRADING
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
dusk her soul took its flight, but
Thousands of foolish Americans are spring wagon'. '
$4.805.60; stockers and feedera
DAILY BY CARRIER
cows and heifers $2.40
where the maiden lay, a little lake
The father was a sturdy sport-lovin- g
06 going to London "to see the coronaPer Copy
Chicago, May 22 Vigorous bidding
New York, May 22. Transactions $3.905.75;
.
to
the
15 tion," but as a matter of fact they
accustomed
One Week
well
and
man
sprung up, with tiny blue, pink and In stocks this morning were on the 5.70; calves $4.757.25.
for
May wheat ran up the price of
66 will
One Month
Marfeet genThe white flowers encircling it to com50,000.
not get even a glimpse of it. joys and hardships of camp-life-.
Hogs
Receipts
that option today. However, the bounsame large scale as last week and the
7.50
One Year
10 cents lower. Light $5.70
All there ie of the coronation is not little mother was of much the same memorate her suffering and death.
erally
decided
DAILY BY MAIL
tiful supply of moisture during the
strength.
market displayed
across the street to disposition and always ready to join Since then the lake has never gone
6.05; mixed $5.706.OO; heavy $5.50 last two days al! the way from Kan- marof
feature
the
$6.00 worth walking
was
One Year
the
of greatest drought Reading
5.95; rough $5.505.65; good to as and Nebraska, east, resulted in
s?:x Months
S.00 witness. A king is going to be drag- any hunting or camping expedition. dry, even in time
ket. One block of 3,000 shares changtha;
about
of
were
streets
choice
the
campers
a
So
charmed
the
oldest
soggy
girl
heavy $5.655.95; pigs $a.50 sending new crop deliveries downThe
child,
ged along through
of its
ed hands at 161, within
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
bulk of sales $5.805.95.'
and into a dingy old abbey, where twelve, ordinary as to looks, was best they decided to remain a few days ana best
6.00;
cents to
of
All
the
ward. July started 87
figure of the year.
Market 87
the mark of sovereignty will be plac- described as being an inveterate explore and bask in the glory of It Harriman and Hill stocks and AtchiGROWER
Sheep Receipts 20,000.
to
decline of
a
cents,
Native
She had talked incessantly all. That night a fire had to be kept
One Year
$2.00 ed on his brow. The Americans will talker.
Toward strong to 10 cents higher.
were in large demand.
of a cent and sagged to
1.00 not Bee It. Thiey are the rubbernecks foi twelve years and conversation burning because of the wild animals son
4is Months
western $3.504,.90;
Corn eased off on limited demand.
noon the activity decreased but prices" $3.254.85;
who are to pay the expenses of the never lagged when she was around, and cold. Next morning imagine
yearlings $4.605.65; yambs, native
of a cent, lower
were firm.
to
Bonds
held
firm.
opened
(Cash in Advance for Mail
July
show.
their surprise upon awakening to find
even though it usually was
Subscriptions.)
closed steady. Prices $4.757.10; western $5.507.25.
and kept within that
market
at
The
There is nothing to be said against The second was a pretty brown-eyethe ground white with snow and the
receded to a lower level In the last
range.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET
American going to Europe for a Kirl, quiet as her sister was talkative. snow still falling. A cold, sharp wind
any
EX-POF"
RATION
TIME
advances were
earlier
THE
and
the
Wet weather weakened oat.a. July
hour
tour of the country, or to any other She was the least troublesome of the was blowing, and it was unwise to
Liverpool, May 22. Cotton spot started
PAID FOR.
reduced.
or
cancelled
of a cent to
either
largely
This,
country, that his fancy may dictate. whole party. Perhaps the most at- venture far from the camp-fire- .
Ameri- dull; prices 7 points lower. American cents down at 33
measures
to 33, but steadiEffective
against
address
Subscribers desiring
chang- To flock by thousands uninvited to tractive of the group was the third on the Fourth of July. The children
fair
887; good middling 855;
middling
two
sent
Oil
it
can
nearly
Cotton
old
ed
at 33.
ed please state both the
and the the coronation of an English king,
low middlng 833; ordichild, a round little girl of eight sum- were sad when they thought of the
new address.
below last week's closing and middling 833;
Provisions were fairly steady. The
however, and pay immense sums for mers, with a happy disposition, though little flowers of the night before, points
762.
Sales
nary
good 787; ordinary
there was also a decline of 2V4 points
Remit by draft, check or money the privilege of witnessing the street at
first sales were 5 cents off to 5 cents
5,000 bales.
times very obstinate. In looks which, beyond a doubt, had perished
in both Lehigh and U. S. Steel pre
order. If sent otherwise we will not pageant of royalty is likely to brand
up with July pork at $14.50. Lard
she resembled a ball more than any- before now. Their first adventure
be responsible for loss.
a trifle tohardened
to
Prices
ferred.
$8.00
to $8.05 and ribs $7.72
us
of
cads.
nation
an
a
thing else, because you could never was to look for them. As they drew
NEW YORK COTTON MARKET
Specimen copies free on application.
$7.75.
There will be thousands of Ameri really tell whether she was rolling or near the lake exclamations of sur- ward the end, the last sales 'being as
New York, May 22. Spot cotton
The close was firm with July
Advertisers are guaranteed
the cans at 'the coronation of King George walking. The two younger members prise sprang from their tiny lips, for follows:
closed quiet, middling uplands $16.10;
67
circulation
and
weekly
net. Corn closing prices were firm
largest daily
who are densely ignorant of the beau- of the family were bright, talkative there, lifting their tiny heads above Amalgamated Copper
of any newspaper in Northeastern
middling gulf $16.35. Sales 1,400 bales. at a net gain of a shade.
120
ties of their own country. They are and observing babies of three and the snow, were the little blue, pink American Beet Sugar..
New Mexico.
....113
people who look with scorn on the five.
and white flowers of the night be- Atchison
120
ST. LOUIS WOOL
Great Northern, pfd
Entered at the Postofflce at East rabble that congregates about the
Is there anything In all this world
They left the little town in which fore. This may seem strange and New
St. Louis, May 22. Wool Market
Central
York
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- church door when there is a wedding they lived early, on the morning of
lua'g
that is pf more Importance to you
but nevertheless it is
prevarlcative,
128
sion through the United States Mails of the rich in their own family, but
and western than good digestion? Food must be
unchanged. Territory
the. second, of .July. , The road was a true, simple too because they were Northern Pacific
as second class matter.
...160 mediums 1517; fine mediums 13 eaten to sustain life and must be diwho will not realize that they' are splendid one for travel, which, of snow flowers, that only thrived in Reading
118
gested and converted into blood. When
15; fine 1112.
Southern Pacific
putting themselves in the same posi course, was very fortunate for the cold and snow.
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the digestion fails the whole body
.'.......184
Paclfio
Union
tion when they gape at the king father and mother. When aiver was
are
At noon the snow cleared away
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
80
Steel
United
States
about to be crowned.
NEW YORK METAL
a rational and reliable cure for
to be crossed, bicycles and all would and the sun came out again, and
A SENATE WITHOUT MIL120
New York, May 22. Standard copThey Increase the flow of
They will go, however, crowding the be loaded into the wagon and con though still cold, they resumed their United States Steel, pfd
LIONAIRES
blood, strengthen the
capacity of the .vessels and filling veyed across by the old black horse. exploring. In one canyon the sun
per firm but quiet; Spot and July bile, purifyandthetone
stomach,
up the whole diLIVE STOCK
CITY
KANSAS
to overflowing the London hotels.
$11.8512.0a Lead dull $4.404.50. gestive apparatus to a natural and
of the first day, thirty would be warm and grass and beauIt would be surprising for the Unit- They will be bled right and left by By the end
22.
Cattle Re Bar silver 53.
Kansas City, May
healthy action. For sale by all drugmiles had been traversed and only tiful flowers powing. Then on the
ed States senate to be without mil- the English, who are there for the five remained for the next day. They
8,000, including 800 southerns.
gists.
ceipts
cliffs
formed
that
the
very
canyon,
lionaires, but that is what may hap purpose of bleeding them. After it pitched their tents and entered into great banks of snow would be found. Market steady. Native steers $5.25
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
is all over they will have seen noth the true
St Louis, May 22. Lead steady, Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
The fourth day they reluctantly set &.6.16; southern steers $4.255.60;
They
pen if they continue to be decimated
spirit of camp-life- .
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
sev
southern cows and heifers $3.0D
will
enriched
and
London
be
ing
the
$4.25.
home.
no
faces
were
The
towards
by
their
Spelter dull, $5.20.
hampered
of
longer
trip
Instead
as they have In the past.
bothered with kidney trouble for many
eral million dollars in good American customs of the city; they were livnig bad not been in vain. They had 4.60; native cows and heifers $3.00
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
6 00;
being known as the millionaires' cluo, money. All they will have to show
stockers and feeders $4.75
NEW YORK MONEY
in God's free, open country, enjoying gained something which never could
Kidney Remedy, and before takthe senate may in a few years be
bulls $4.005.00; calves $4.50
for it will be the privilege of saying
New York, May 22. Call money 2 ing It three days I could feel Its beneevery minute to its fullest extent. be taken from them. In years to 5.75;
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
7.00; western cows $3.255.25.
almost entirely of men of mod- that they attended the coronation, That night they went to bed, by a big come, when the cares and sorrows of
prime mercantile paper 2
my kidney action cleared up, and I
10
'should
Market
and
statement
11,000.
be
the
Hogs
enough
Receipts
e
4.
Mexican dollars 45.
erate means.
life, as well as the joys, came; when
camp fire, on hard
crackling
am
so much better. I do not hesitate
cents lower. Bulk of sales $5.80
to make sensible persons, who stay
bedB but with happy and grate- life seemed nothing but strife and
to recommend Foley Kidney RemSenators worth at least $50,000,000
ed at home and attended to their own
edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
turmoil and they longed for some 5.90; heavy $5.805.85; packers and
been removed from that body buglneBBi laugh jeeringly in the faces ful hearts.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- Drug CO.
were up before quiet sport away from the world, butchers $5."805.90; lights $5.85
Next
they
morning
cine. They are hea'ing, strengthenvery recently, some by the leglsla of the braggarts.
the sun; indeed, it was scarcely day their minds would go back to the 5.95.
20 ing, antiseptle and tonic. They act
Market
As a nation we have a great deal
10,000.
Best draught beer in the city, at
Receipts
Sheep
tures. The death of Stephen B. Elk-in- s
have
would
little lake, the little blue, pink and
quickly. O. O. Schaefer and Red
They knew they
30 cents higher.
Muttons $4.00
of sense on some subjecta, hut on light!
the Lobby, of course.
Cross Drug Co.
removed a senator worth
the. best part of the day had white flowers, with the snow capped to
missed
we are 'extremely foolish. We
and one of the richest men others
they waited until ' the sun was up. mountains surrounding and a prayer
to disdain royalty, hut when There
pretend
the of . thanksgiving wtujld , arise from
Is no grander Bight
?n the ipper house.
The retirement the
comes for us to look
opportunity
sun
coming!
the
their hearts that they had been al
of
than
that
world
of Nelson W. Aldrich of Rhode Isl- at a titled foreigner our eyes nearly
over the high blue mountains,' lowed this one beautiful time.
uq
and took out $10,000,000. Eugene Hale pop out of our heads. At least that
bathing the whole landscape In a glory
of Maine was reputed to be worth is the case with some of us.
SUCCESSFUL MEN
impossible to describe by pen or
$4,000,000 when he quit to make way
brush.
Today successful men look and act
for Senator Johnson.
they were ready to re the part. The erect, square-should- e
By sun-uChauncey M. Depew of New' York
sume their journey.. Now, although ed Individual with the flash of
retired with $7,000,000 In his pocket
they had only five miles to travel, dare in his eye is the man who doesn't
and he was at the time a director in
they still had the most difficult part have to look for a position. The man
thirty-tw- o
different railroads, which
A stout old gentleman was having of their trip to make. They must who during childhood has become
counted for something in the way of trouble with the
telephone. Hecoald leave wagon and bicycles behind, and round shouldered, finds that he is in
prestige and Influence. Senator John hear nothing but a confused jumble make the rest of their journey , on a measure handicapped because of thi?
Kern of New Jersey was not a rich of
sounds, and finally he became so foot. Packing the hcrse with the re deformity.
man, compared with Elkins and some
It will be good news to such men to
that he shouted into the qulsite for a few days' stay, they
1
exasperated
others in. the senate, but he waa transmitter:
started out, guided only by an obscure know that there is a shoulder brace
classed at about $5,000,000. Nathan
"Is there a blithering fool at the blazed trail. All went easily for the which has a tendency to correct such
B. Scott of West Virginia walked out
first mile; then began the climb up conditions, and that without Inconvenend
of this line?"
with his $4,000,000. With him went
Mountain." Be- ience or discomfort.
a cool, the long, "Hog-bacanswered
at
"Not
this
end,"
James P. Taliaferro of Florida with feminine voice.
of
the
cause
children, the trip must
The Rexall Shoulder Brace, ior
Everybody's.
his little $3,000,000. The total is
be made slowly and with which we have the exclusive agency,
necessarily
retireof
reason
the
less by
a retired Army many stops.The trail became ' more is constructed entirely of cloth does
An actor
and
ment of these senators.
man were discussing the perils of and more obscure because of fallen not continually bind across the shoul
Sieuator O'Gorman of New York,
and burned trees. When within two ders or under the arms and, except
their respective callings.
who succeeded Depew, is not wealthy
miles of the lake, the child, who re- as one needs the admontlon to brace
to
stand
here
like
would
"How
you
and will try to support his large fam
around you?" the sembled a ball, sat down and refused up, the wearer is unconscious of its
shells
with
bursting
ily on $7,500 a year. Watson of West General demanded.
to go any further. Nothing would presence. We'd like to show
you this
Virginia, who took the place of Elk
"It all de move her. She was tired and saw no shoulder brace and
the
actor,
"Well,"
replied
a praci- -3
to
add
you
to
a
give
has
bare $2,000,000
ins,
on the age of the eggs." Phil- sense in the whole proceeding and tical demonstration of its
i- -3
superiority
the total of senatorial wealth. The pends
would wait there until they came to
Star.
any other brace on the market toother new senators are all poor, but adelphia Evening
All Tan Low Shoes for Women
back from the lake. Finally it waa
day.
honest. At least they have not yet
AH Women's Muslin Underwear
on
the
time?"
be
know
should
the
she
decided
do
put
''Edward,
you
We have this In all sizes for either
been shown to be otherwise. Even
in
House
"I really couldn't help it, my dear. horse on top of the pack. This sex.
Can be obtained only at our
now the senate' is not noticeable for
well for a few minutes, then
You see, when Jones"
worked
store The Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
the number of millionaires holding
"Can't you answer my question?" in going under some trees she was E. G.
seats therein, and after another turn
Murphey.
brushed off. Though not hurt in the
"Yes, my dear, but I had to "
of the wheel rich men may be very
1- -3
"Idiot! I want to know the time least,, she set up such a howl that
rare in that great body.
"I
of
would
vacation
to
like
a
get
Lon
would
She
clock
has
the forest rang for miles.
because the
stopped."
O
two weeks."
don Opinion.
go no farther. Not even threats of
AH Ready-to-We- ar
"This is a very busy time with us.
Apparel
wild animals moved her, until a large
THE REAL FAN
now?"
do
want
vacation
a
you
Why
crawled
O'Hara onoe saw an advertisement rattlesnake
for
unconcernedly
Women
"I have made arrangements to get
Discussing the baseball fan, Walt in a street car reading: "Buy your from under the stump on which she married."
stove at O'Brien's and save half your was sitting. No further persuasion
Mason says:
"To get married? Why, my boy, you
was needed and the party proceeded
"The man who doesn't feel, during coal."
can't
support a wife on your salary."
two
"I'll
said.
"Beeorra."
he
as
buy
before.
is
Hue baseball season, that the game
"I
but I thought If I got marknow,
NationThey arived at their destination in
the most important thing In the stoves and save all me coal."
ried
he willing to give me
you
might
al
dusk.
the
Even the tired hun
Monthly.
early
world, deserves considerable sympaa
You
see
the lady is your
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Boys Novelty Wool
gry children were struck by the
Boys' Suits
thy. He misses a great deal of fun,
Record-HeralHCJhicago
daughter,1"
lots
me
these
told
"I thought you
grandeur of the scene. There at the
and he is out of touch with the plain
3 to 17 years
2 to 17 years
There are fans and fans. would double in value In two years, height of thousands of feet, with
people.
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Measles
In
Wake
of
the
the
exact
me
snow capped mountains surrounding
There are highbrow fans, who look and here's a man offerinlg
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
three sides of It, was a beautiful little Little
with contempt upon amateur base- ly what I gave for them."
Rock, .Ark., had the measles
gave lake. All around the edge, of the lake The result
"Yes, but you forgot you
was a severs cough which
ball. They maintain a coldly critical
were worth."
were tiny blue, pink and white flow grew worse and he could not sleep.
attitude, and no play is so fine that twice as much as they
ers In great profusion. Not twenty She says: "One bottle of Foley's
they can't recall a finer. They are Judge's Library.
Honey and Tar Compound completely
All White Goods and Materials
much like the highbrows of literafeetjabove f he lake, on the side of the cured him 8 id he has never been
AH Table Linens
.DajjKa oi enow.
Eeauuiui: bothered since." Croup, whooping
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all
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Graduating
cough
Pure Linen Damask
tempt for fiction or adventuve, and tensively, but they must be assured Yea, almost- beyond description and cough, measles,
and Tar Compound. The
possessing a charm almost spiritual. ey's Honey
wlw like to point out the beauties of of a happy ending."
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in
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genuine
The lake is said to be bottomless, ways.
"I guess that's why they don't care
O. G.
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Howerroneous.
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course
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but
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where professional teams hold forth much for baseball."
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Office
Territory of New Mexico.
of the Secretary.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the Ter
ritory of New Mexico, do hereb certify that there was filed for record in
this office at Ten o'clock A. M., on
the Nineteenth day of May, A. D.
1911; Articles of Incorporation of Los
Alr.moa Farms
Company, Number
6799, and also that I have compared
the following copy of the same with
the original thereof now on file, and
declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Give under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the. Capital,
on this Nineteenth day of May, A. D.

15he Optic
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Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Elam & LaneSess, Estancla, N. M.
One red sorrel mare, 13
years old. biased faced 14 ft hands

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi-

high.

Branded
A
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless cValmed by owner on or
before June 6, 1911, said date being in
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, "11.
CATTLE

SANITARY

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

AND BUSINESS

LODGE

DIRECTORY

Meet in Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
W. O. Wood,
sachem;
wigwam.
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum. .

RED MEN

NO. 2, A. F. A

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M.

init

i

1

3k

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary

B. P. O.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg

NATHAN JAFFA.
Mfisular conclave second Tues-V- "
Secretary of New Mexico.
day In each month at Ma
Articles of Incorporation of The Los
at 7:30 p. m. u. u-sonic
Temple
Alamos Farms Company
Estray Advertisement
n
s.
Chas. Tamme. Re
Rntirhnr.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Optic' Number, Main 2.
We, the undersigned, citizens of Je
de
concern
the
that
F. O.
corder.
following
may
first and third Tues
do
hereby
United States of America,
was taken up by
each
ADVER associate ourselves into a corporation scribed estray animal
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
day
month, at Fraevenings
C. E. Starr. Schroeder, N. M.
CHAPTER NO. d,
VEGAS
LAS
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
TISEMENTS
under and by virtue of the laws of
9
horse
One bay
years old,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
Five cent per line each Insertion, the Territory of New Mexico, and for
750 lbs,
feet 7
weight
high,
convocation first Monday
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
folto
words
Estimate six ordinary
that purpose do hereby adopt the
MaBranded
in each month at
tzf
Ward, Secretary.
line. No ad to occupy less space than lowing Articles of Incorporation:
On right hip
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
two lines. All advertisements charg
Article I.
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Branded
d will be booked at space actually
Name. The name of this corporaH. x Sporleder,
Chas.
On
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
left
P.;
hip
of
number
set, without regard to'
tion Is the LOS ALAMOS FARMS
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Sail animal being unknown to ihu secretary.
words. Cash in advance preferred. COMPANY.
Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
building. Visiting members are cor.
Article II.
before Jun 6,' 1911, said date being 10 RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
dlally Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
The
Place of Bus'ness and Agent.
8. Meets second and fourth Thurs
days .after last appearance of this ad
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
location of the principal office of the vertisement. Bald estray will be sold
Mrs.
davs In Masonic Temple.
WANTED Teachers for schools. Ad corporation is 602 Douglas Avenue, by this Board for the benefit of the
O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron
dress D. T. Baldwin, San Antonio. in the City of Las Vegas, San Miguel owner when found.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every Monday evening at
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
;
name
Texas.
County, New Mexico, and the
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
Albuquerque, N. M.
of the agent therein and in charge First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
tag brethren cordially invited to atWANTED To buy a fresh Jersey thereof and upon whom process
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
serv
cow. Call Olive 6582.
be
may
NU
LODGE
against this corporation
DORADO
EL
l,
Estray Advertisement
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Notice Is hereby given to whom
ed Is JAMES H. STEARNS.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
WANTED Good man, Spanish or
may concern that the following deArticle III.
eveC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Monday
scribed
every
was
animal
taken
up by
English. Ackerman Dairy.
Business The objects for which m. u. estray
N. M.
hall.
Keenan,
Castle
in
springer,
ning
are
is
formed
tt
this corporation
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODTo wit: One bay horse, weight
WANTED A first class seamstress. own,
and
Visiting Knights are
hold, use, mortgage,
about 950 lbs., 6 years old.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
902
St.
Third
Mrs.
and
Ward,
invited.
Inquire
cordially
generally to deal in lands
Branded
Meets the second and fourth Fri
Chas. E. Llebeoh-nlereal estate wherever situated and
On left hip
days of each month in the W. O.
and
to survey,
plat
Chancellor
Said animal being unknown to this
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
imiDrove the same for purposes of
Commander. Harry
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
of
FOR SALE The Antlers saloon, at sale or otherwise; to acquire by pur- before June 6, 1911, said date
Martin,
Keeper
being 10
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Moitague,
invoice price. Address Box 331 chase, appropriations or otherwise; days after last
Records and Seal.
appearance of this ad
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh
of vertisement, said
East Las .Vegas, N. M.
water rights for the Irrigation
will
Bo'd
be
estray
'
bors are cordially Invited.
to
Board
NO.
this
for the benefit of the BALDY LODGE
77, FRATERNAL
by
land and other lawful purposes;
owner
when found.
Meets first
UNION OF AMERICA
FOR SALE 'Seed potatoes, one four- cultivate, farm, Improve and otherCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
DENTISTS.
of each
third
and
Hereford bull. Phone wise use real estate of every charac
year-olWednesdays
Albuquerque. N. M.
Brotherhood
Main 45C
at
Fraternal
month
and
generally First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11
ter; to own, buy, sell,
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
to deal in live stock and personal
memFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de property of all kinds;
to purchase,
Visiting
Secretary.
DENTIST
Estray Advertisement
bers cordially invited.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- hold, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage,
Bulldln
Office
Pioneer
concern that the following de
ords at The Optic ofC.ee.
pledge, or otherwise dispose of the may
Rooms
3
4
and
scribed
was
animal
taken up by FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
shares of the capital stock of any other Juan estray
umce
aln 57
Phone
WeUd, Tucumcari, N. M.
at
102
Meets
every Monday right
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock corporation and while the owner
FOR
4 IS
Residence
Main
One mare.
Phone
their hall in the Schmidt building.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money of such stock to exercise all rights,
Branded
west
Fountain
at
of
eight
Square,
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag power and privileges of ownership, in
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On left shoulder
o'clock. Visiting members are corgie K. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. cluding the right to vote thereon.
E.
DENTIST
Branded
E.
welcome.
presiGearing,
dially
IV.
Article
On left thigh
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre- Suite 4, Crockett Building. Hal phones
Capital Stock. The amount of the
Said animal being unknown to this
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
total authorized capital stock of the
at office and residency
unless claimed by owner on or
Joard,
THOUSAND
FIFTY
is
Five-roocorporation
REftT
FOR
modern
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
five
DOLLARS
divided
into
($50,000)
house. Inquire 825 Third street.
after last appearance of this adATTORNEYS
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tueshundred shares of the par value of days
vertisement, said estray will be sold
In
the
month
vestry
of
the
.
day
one hundred dollars ($100) each.
by this Board for the benefit of the
TAX PAYMENT NOTICE
Chester AlHunker
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
owner when found.
Article V.
o'clock
CATTLE
SANITARY
The second half of taxes of A. D.
BOARD.
p. m. Visiting brothers are
InHUNKER
&
HUNKEI
Names, Addresses and Shares of
Isaac Appel,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1910 Is payable how and will be delincordially invited.
The names and postof-fle- First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
Attorneys at Law
corporators.
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
quent and subject to a penalty after
addresses of the incorporators and
Las Vegas
New Mexico
June 1, 191L
of shares subscribed by
number
the
Advertisement
Estray
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M, May 11,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
each, the aggregate of which is Three
1
1911.
concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Thousand' ($3000) that being the may
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
Notice Is hereby given to khom It
EUGENIO ROMERO.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
amount of capital stock with which Rocky Mountain
Supply Co. Koehler, may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de- Treasurer and Collector.
the corporation will commence busi N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scrioea estray animal was taltn up by
k. m. warren, ucrne, M.
ness, are:
t:
One brown horse 9 or 10 C. E. Stapp Mesilla park, N. M.
Ve
58
One brown horse J 6 years
Las
East
about
H.
to
James.
Men
black
Railroad
Stearns,
One
pony,
Warning
years old, about 14 hands high, weight
old, weight 1,000 lbs.
E. 8. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., gas, N. M., 28 shares; $2800.
inches high.
about 650 lbs
sends out thl3 warning to railroaders:
On left shoulder
David J. Leahy, East Las Vegas,
Branded
Branded
"A conductor on the railroad, my N.
F
Branded
1 share; $100.
M.,
On
On let Jaw
right shoulder
work caused a chronic Inflammation
Branded
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., East Las Ve
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
On left shoulder
Branded
FX
On left hip
and all played out A friend advised gas, N. M., 1 share; $100.
On left hip
Branded
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
Said animal being unknowi to
VI.
Article
I commenced taking them, I began to
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owftr onthis
or
con
this
term
which
for
Term. The
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or before June 6, 1911, Eaid
regain my strength. The Inflammadatejeing 10
tion cleared and I am far better than poration is to exist is fifty (50) years. before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
uuer lasi appearance oithls adI have been for twenty years.- - The
In Witness Whereof we have here days after last appearance of this adafter last appearance of this ad uajs
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing unto set our hands and seals this vertisement, said estray will be Bold days
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefi of the
of the past and I highly recommend
i
by this Board for the benefit
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
I
A. D. 1911.
of
17th
May,
day
G.
O.
Pills."
Scahefer
Foley Kidney
owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE
SANITARY
BARD,
and Red Cross Drug Co.
(Signed)
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerqul N. M.
JAMES H. STEARNS
(Seal)
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub.
Albuquerque, N. M.
26, '11.
B. DAVIS, JR., (Seal) First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, 11. First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, 11.
STEPHEN
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
DAVID J. LEAHY,
(Seal)
system and help you to rid yourself of
Estray, Advertisemen
Estray Advertisement
your dragging backache, dull head- Territory of New Mexico,
Estray Advertisement
is
police
given to thorn it
i1
is
Notice
to
whom
to
ia
whom
It may concernhereby
Notice
hereby given
ache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
hereby given
tnat the following deCounty of San Miguel, ss.
concern
the
d
that
concern
may
and of all tha ills resulting from the
that the following
following
nay
scribed estray animal was taka
On this 17th day of May, A. D. 1911, scribed
estray animal was taken up by
estray animal was taken up by Lucai Sandoval, Rio PuebloiN'. upM.by
impaired action of your kidneys and
a
the
before
M.
G.
Notary
me,
undersigned,
N.
M.
Keenan. Springer,
M. G. Keenan. Springer, N. M.
bladder. Remember it is Foley KidOno small horse:
O. G. Schae-fe- r Public, in and for tile above Countj
ney Pills that do this.
One blue gray horse.
One gray mare.
on left hip
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and Territory, personally appeared
Branded
On right hip
Wfg
fin
Mn
James H. Stearns, David J. Leahy and
Branded
o
v -Hirht
"- '
B. Davis, Jr., to be person
Stephen
Branded
Branded
,
ffl
LOCAL TIME CARD
ally known to be the same persons
On left flip
iJaJ Said animal being unknow: to this
On left hip
are
to
the
names
subscribed
whose
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owtr on or
Said animal being unknown to this
WEST BOUND
foregoing instrument and who signed Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Juno 6, 1911, said date elng 10
the same, and each for himself, and before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance oithls adArrlvs
said estray wlllbe sold
after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad- vertisement,
ay mis Board lor the benef 0f the
1:50 P.M. not one for the other, acknowledged days
No. 1
will
said
be
sold
said
will
sold
vertisement,
estray
be
vertisement,
estray
y
6:15 A. M. that he signed, sealed and executed by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
No. 3
CATTLE SANITARY BARD.
the same as his free act and deed.
owner
owner
found.
when
found.
when
- 7
M.
P.
5:15
fjoWitness my hand and Notarial Seal
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
AlbuqerqueU. m.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
6:35 P. M.
No. 9
First pub. May 16, last pub. My 26, '11.
the day and year in thiB certificate
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11. First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, 11.
Depart
first above written.
Advertlsemef
'
2:10 P. M. (Signed)
No. 1
Estray
H. W. CLARK,
Notice
ia
hereby
M.
A.
given tdrhom it
6:20
3
Advertisement
Advertisement
No.
Ebtray
Estray
Public.
(Seal)
Notary
Notice ia hereby given to whom it may concern that the follotng deto whom It
Notice is hereby
6:40 P. M. My Commission
No. 7
expires Aug. 20, 1914 may concern that given
concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was tafe up by
dethe
may
following
M.
7:00
P.
.No. 9
Endorsed: No. 6799, Cor. Rec'd. scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by A. H. Long, Cuervo, N. Mi
H. L Pride, Buchanan, N. M.
, One dun hoise, 8 years ol weight
Vol. 6, Page 109, Articles of Incorpora J. A. Beal, Demlng, N. M.
tuu IDS.
:'
EAST BOUND
Ono 3 year old bay colt.
tion of Los Alamos Farms Company,
One dark bay mare.
Branded
On right hip
Filed in Office of Secretary of Ne
I
Branded
Arrive
J
i
On left tip
Branded
19, 1911: 10 A. M. Nathal
On
left
Mexico,
May
M.
9:10
P.
lap
2
"No.
C.
K
F.
Said
to
animal
unknown
Said
this
animal
Jaffa,
to
unknown
being
M.
Secretary.
Compared
this
Said animal beinis unkno t th
11:10 P.
being
:No. 4
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by ofsr on or
1:15 A. M. to M. H.
No. g
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said
1:45 P. M.
dateing 10
No. in
(lays after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance
othls adDepart
Now is the time to get rid of your vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray wilbe sold
this
Board
for
the
benefit
of
for
the
Board
the
this
of
benefit
You
by
rheumatism.
this
by
the
find
will
Chamber
by
Board for the ben 0f the
9:15 P. M.
No 2
owner when found.
owner when found.
owner when found.
t
11:20 P. M. lain's Llnimeit wonderfully effective,
No. 4
SANITARY
CATTLE
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
BOARD,
One application will convince you of
CATTLE SANITARY
ARD.
1:25 A. M its merit.
M.
N.
N.
M.
No 8
,.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
Try it For sale by all
AlbuquerqueM. M
"11.
last
First
16,
P.M.
1:10
'11.
26,
First
last
pub. May
First pub. May 16. last pub. jy 26. 'II.
pub. May 16,
pub. May
pub. May 26,
No. 10
druggists.

(Seal)
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There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail
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To-wi-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

of-th-

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
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OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

Telephone Main 2
gontinuous Advert is in a
T

.T HAT.males ?our

name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when vou are out
M.

i
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IS TEST

REPARTEE OF DIAMOND INTEND-ETO TRY TEMPER OF
OPPONENTS.
DOOIN'S

a spike,' related Stelny, "was a feV
low named Sharp, who played secon
base with me when I was on th Fort
r Worth team.
"We were playing Dallas one day
and in the first Inning their center
fielder, a .fellow nuuied Orant, who
was a dirty ball player, tried to steal
second. He was thrown out by at
least 30 feet and seeing that he was
out h. took a flying Jump, feet first.
at Sharp and sprawled all over him
with his spikes.
Sharpe limped
around fur a minute, picked up his
glove again and went on playing.
never saw anyone play as be did that
day. He had eleven chances, seven
assists and four put outs and nary an
error, and made three hits.
' Alter the game be and I were
walking out toward the club house
when be remarked: 1 believe there's
something In my shoe." fie stoope
uuwn, unuea His snoe, and shook out
two toes."

OF NERVE

DUEL

WITH

D

TINKER

For One. Cub
Short.top I. Rendered
Speechle..-Deleha-

j.

nty.

Remark-bl- e

Exhibition of Nerve-H- ow
Glbton Lett
Cam. for Pltt.burg.
By HUGH 8. FULLERTON.

Th. repartee of the baseball field Is
fast and cutting and as one young col-

lege man remarked after his first
01 me cutting incisive
4im,
of the major leagues, "This repartee
ain't no
place for a gentleman." jt Is as Doda
Crlss remarked after a short
In
an aeroplane: "it's fine and flight
exhilarating, but I don't recommend It to a
nervous person as a sure cure."
The object of most of the
of the diamond Is to test therepartee
nerve
and temper of the opponents, and the
player who permits the rough raillery to shake either his confidence or
his temper is going back Just as
as when he commences to foul surely
balls
onto his feet which in baseball Is
said to be the surest sign of retrogression.
f One of the sharpest passages of repartee during the last season was the
duel of words between Charlie "Red"
Dooin, the scrappy little manager and
catcher of the Philadelphia Nationals,
and Joe Tinker, the shortstop of the
Cubs. Dooin is a man who off the ball
field never uses an oath of any sort,
but who, on the playing field can make
a Mississippi river mate blush. He
had Just been made manager of the
Phillies and Tinker, who Is a fast
thinker and talker, opined it would be
a good time to see whether or not he
could Jar the nerves of the new manager. So when Tinker came to bat
each time during the game he cct
loose with a fine line of insulting insinuations. He went out twice without getting a hit and each time he
added to his line of conversation.
"You're a fine manager," he remark
ed over his shoulder as he faced the
pitcher He third time. "Where do
you get off, you cheap skate?
You
grabbed a manager's Job and cheated
a good man out of a decent salary."
He kept adding to that line of conversation while Dooin, busily catching, was retorting in kind.
"You get $3,000 for managing and
catching and rob Gleason of a salary
of $4,000," remarked Tinker. "What

George Gibson, the Pittsburg catcher, lost a game to Brooklyn during the

late lamented season through a freak
of the game which probably never
happened before, nor will again. He
was catching Kerb (Red) White, an
extremely speedy young pitcher, in a

Coarse Work.
game against Philadelphia about the
middle of the season. White had great
speed but poor control that day and
Gibby was having his own troubles.
In the eighth inning Pittsburg was a
run to the good, two of the Phillies
were out and a man on first. Gibson
signalled White to pitch out as he
suspected that the runner on first base
would attempt to steal on the next
pitched ball. White pitched out. But
the pitch out was wild and extremely
fast and Gibby had to leap sideways
to grab the ball with his bare hand
and prevent, a wild pitch. He stabbed
the ball with his unprotected band
far back In the palm almost on the
wrist. The runner had suspected a
pitch out and remained standing still
on first base. He still was holding
the base when .he saw that something
was the matter with the big Pirate
catcher. . Gibby was acting strangely,
standing looking at bis right hand
and shaking off his mitt to use his left
hand. The runner moved toward second base, saw Gibson wasn't trying to
throw and made a dash, reaching second without an attempt being made to
stop him. A hit scored the runner,
tielng it up and later Philadelphia
won the game.
The spectators could not under
stand what was the matter with Gibby, but afterwards it was explained.
The ball striking him at the butt of
the band paralyzed the entire hand.

,

"This Alnt No rlace for a Gentle- man."
license have you to manage a club?"
"Well," replied Dooin, "the best
thing I've done this far is to refuse to
trade Doolan for you and two pitchers. I think that shows some Judgment."
And Tinker for once was speechless.
There is a rule on the Detroit club,
unwritten but observed by the team
ever since Hughie Jennings became
Its manager, that when a player is
hurt he shall pretend not to be. The
object of the rule is to "phaze" the
other team. During the early summer
Jim Delehanty observed the rule of
the club in one of1 the greatest displays of nerve ever shown on the ball
field. Del was trying to steal second.
The second baseman shoved his leg
out to block the runner while he took
the throw and Del made a hard twisting slide trying to get past the leg
which had him stymied and to reach
the bag. His leg smashed against the
leg of the baseman with terrific force
and after the baseman had touched
him out he hobbled around on one foot
groaning and rubbing his shin and
abusing Del for trying to hurt him.
"Keep your leg out of the way and
quit blocking runners and you won't
get hurt," gritted Del as he arose
from the dust "Some of you fellows
will get your gambs chopped off trying to block us." And he arose and
swaggered over to the bench.
Once concealed in the bench he
called the trainer, who stripped down
his stocking and discovered that the
spikes of the baseman bad gouged his
inches
leg along the shin bone for fouroff
the
flesh
the
scraping
literally
bone.
It was that injury which practically
put the Tigers out of the American
set
league pennant race, as Infection to
In and Delehanty was only able
remainplay a few games during the
der of the season.
of Harry Stein-feldt- 's
famous story about the gam-es- t
ball player in history. The story
base-ba-'l
has been told before, but it is a
worth
repeating.
and
classic
"The gamest player that ever wor.

That reminds

m

Alderman John J. Coughlin, "The
Bathhouse" of poetry and politics, is
one of the greatest of baseball fans
and he is a manager in a way, because he' has his own team out in
Of course he is only a
Colorado.
minor league owner, but he broke into
the big league as a story teller with
a new one that "honestly happened
this summer."
"We were playing at my park above
Colorado Springs," said Alderman
Coughlin when the charter members
of the Baseball Ananias club gathered
after the season." Pueblo had the
bases full In the ninth inning, with
two out and we were three runs
ahead. It looked pretty safe, espa- -
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VHEREMANUELFLEO
Gibraltar, Great Britain's Great'.
est Naval Stronghold.
.
Its Defense During a Famous Siege a
Memorable
Event
For Four
Y.ara Spaniards Bombarded
Impregnabl. Rock.
Gibraltar.

Tn.

removes a picturesque method of
transportation. . Van Buren, Me, and
St Leonard's, N. B., have been connected for many years by means of a
primitive ferry. From shore to shore
a great steel cable Is stretched, fifty
or more feet along the shore at the
starting point Upon this is hung a
traveler, consisting of a wooden block,
wltn a huge Iron trolley wheel, at
each end. Th. trolley runa on the
cabl. and from each end of th. traveler a long rope leads down and la
This rop.
made fast on the scow.
leads down through pulleys to a big
wheel placed at one side and amidships. The wheel acts as a throttle
and steering gear both, and by turning It one way or th. other either end
of the boat Is headed upstream. Port'
land Press.

,

Ball.

Right Into That

cially as Grooch, their short stop, who
couldn't hit a reformer with a paper
wad at a council meeting, was at bat
It looked safer when Grooch pushed
up a high fly that was coming down
rieht into our first baseman's hands.
Just as the ball started to come down
one of those big mountain hawks we
have up In Colorado came soaring
along, looking for some
sparrow to eat, and it saw the ball.
The hawk dropped right into that ball,
sunk his talons Into It and flew clear
up onto Pike's Peak with it and th.
umpire let It go as a fair ball. Four
runs were scored and they beat us out
to 5."
by Joph B. BewUaJ
(Copyright
easy-lookin- g

CALENDAR

OF 8 PORTS
FOR THE WEEK

RIBERA

Monday

Opening of the season of the Appa
lachian Baseball league.
Opening of the season of the South
Dakota Baseball association.
New England Intercollegiate tennis
championship. ' at Longwood, C. C,
I'oston.
"One Round" Hogan vs. "Fighting
Pick" Hyland, 10 rounds, at New
York.

Tuesday
Contest between Alfred De Ooro
and Charles Weston for national pool
championship begins at New York.
Bashford Manor Stakes, for three- will be run at Churchill
year-old- s
(

Downs.

Jack McFarland vs. Bob Day,
rounds ,at Toronto, Ont.
Billy Allen vs. Joe Brooks,
rounds, at Toronto, Ont
Jack White vs. Eddie Dennis,
rounds, at St Joseph, Mo.

10
10
15

Wednesday
Championship tournament of Metropolitan Golf association at Garden
City,

U

I.

Annual
Hamilton,
Johnny
rounds, at

Marathon at
Canadian
Ont.
King vs. Eddie Carsey, 15
Superior, Wis.

Thursday
Annual exhibition of West Jersey
Horse Show association opens at Camden, N. J.
Fuel economy test of the Chicago
Motor Club.
10
Johnny Coulon vs. Johnny Daly
rounds at Fort Wayne, Ind.
Sailor Burke vs. Montana Jack
Sullivan, 10 rounds at New York.
Battling Hurley vs. Leach Cross, 13
rounds, at New York.

Friday
Intercollegiate track and field championships at Cambridge, Mass.
and
Illinois intercollegiate track
field championshpis at Peoria, 111.
Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. "Porky"
Flynn, 10 rounds, at Milwaukee.
Opening of annual horse show at
Baltimore, Md.
Saturday

track and field
Intercollegiate
championships at Cambridge, Mass.
Missouri Valley intercollegiate track
and field championships
at Des
Moine, la.'

Northwest college conference track
meet at Portland, Ore.
Interscholastlo athletic meet at the
University of Wisconsin.
Fifteen-mil- e
professional Marathon
Ont.
at
Toronto,
Derby
Lacrosse contest between Carlisle
and Stevens Institute at Hoboken, N,
J.
Ninth annual regatta of the Ameri
can Rowing association at Philadel
phia.
Cornell-Harvarboat races at Itha
d

ca, N. Y.

Intercollegiate shooting champion
ships at Princeton, N. J.
Ad Wolgast vs. Frankle Burns, 20
Two women came before a certain
at San Francisco.
rounds
magistrate with a fat pullet, each de
Glider Meet at Atlan
Intercollegiate
herself.
to
It
that
belonged
claring
The magistrate from his high seat tic, Mass.
frowned heavily at the first woman.
"Does
this pullet belong to Mrs.
Jones?" he asked her. "No, indeed. It In a Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e
don't, sir," she replied. Then he
Ladies can wear shoes one size
turned to the other woman. "Does this
smaller
after using Allen's Foot-Eascerpullet belong to Mrs. Smith?" "It
tainly does not," she replied. "Th. the antiseptic powder for the feet. It
pullet," the magistrate then decreed, makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
"does not belong to Mrs. Jones nor
gives Instant relief to corns and bundoes It belong to Mr. Smith. The pulions. It's the greatest comfort dislet Is mine. Take It round to th.
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
house and give it to my cook."
feet blisters callous and sorespota.
It Is a certain relief for sweating,
HUTCHINS INSANITY CASE.
use
Washington, D. C, May 22. The tired, tender, aching feet Always
Sold
new
shoes.
everyIn
to
to
break
it
Hutchins
K.
Mrs.
Rose
petition of
have her husband, Stilson Hutchins, where, 25c. Don't accept any substiadjudged insane, came up for bear- tute. For FREE trial package address
Y.
ing today in the district supreme Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.
her
declares
court. Mrs. Hutdhins
husband has sustained para'ytlc
BIG MILLS MAY CURTAIL.
strokes and is mentally deranged In
Philadelphia, Pa., May 22 The Naconsequence. Hutchins is an aged
association of Hosiery and Untional
promimillionaire and was formerly
nent as a newspaper publisher in derwear Manufacturers is holding its
annual meeting In Philadelphia this
the west.
week. The question of curtailing the
full
the
production is the principal matter to
Read The Optic. It carries
'
discussed.
be
report.
Associated Press
in the Steps of Solomon.

The

Rock of Gibraltar,

a desperate midnight sally, the British succeeded in destroying the more
advanced of the enemy's lines, in set.
ting fire to many of the Spanish batteries, and In blowing up their principal depot of ammunition. This daring
enterprise, successfully carried out
In the face of 135 guns, was attended
with surprisingly small loss, and
forms one of the most brilliant Incidents in a magnificent defense.
After this repulse the Spaniards
ceased severe hostilities for several
days, up to which cessation the garrison had been incessantly bombarded
for eight months. In July, 1782, Duo
lie Crillon took command of the assailants and preparations were made
for the grand assault. Additional batteries were erected on the land side
and floating batteries built to batte
the fortress from the sea.
The Famous Attack.
The attack began September 8
by a
bombardment simultaneously on all
sldts; nine
ships poured
in their broadsides; 15 gun and other
boats approached the town;
while
frosi the Spanish lines, 170 pieces of
ordnance of large caliber opened in
out magnificent dicharge. This terrl-fyitfire continued till the 12th, when
the combined
French and , Spanish
fleets, numbering 47 sail of the line, the
ten battering ships mentioned above
with many frigates and other smaller
vessels, anchored In the bay of Gibraltar On the 13th every gun of besieged
anc besiegers was in play. The batter ng ships proved Invulnerable to
shct and shell. The defenders, as a
las. resort, began firing red-ho- t
balls
f
on the
ships and after con- unung this for a day succeeded in
burning the ship of the Spanish
and also the ship second in
conmand.
By the end of the 14th all
the battering ships were destroyed by
fianes.
The great bombardment of
Seitember 13 was the crowning triumph of the siege that lastej four
yeas. The firing continued from the
Epinish lines until February 2, 1783,
whn Due de Crillon called for peace.
shot-proo-

UNITARIAN ANNIVERSARIES.
Boston, Mass.j May 22. Morning
prayer in King's chapel opened the
regular meeting of the eighty-sixt- h
anniversary week of the American
Unitarian association today. Later
in the forenoon Rev. A. M. Pihbany
addressed the annual meeting of the
Ministerial union in Channlng hall.
His subject was "The Original Christ
in tJhe Western World."
The National Alliance met this aft
ernoon and listened to addresses by
Rev. iA. P. Weil of Bellingham,
Wash.; Rev. F. R. Griffin of Mon- treal, Rev. Elizabeth Padgett of Rutherford, N. J., and several others.
The regular business of the American Unitarian association will be taken up tomorrow. Daily sessions will
be held during the week and the anniversary Is expected to be one of
the most memorable ever held by the
association. Several of the foremost
ministers of the denomination in the
United States, Canada and England
will be among the speakers.
J

i
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Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

over-heate-

Albuqaerque, N. M.

Six Weeks, June

July

5

to

14

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English

Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Round Shoulders
A Sign of Old Age
It

is possible for every woman

to have that- erect, commanding',
graceful appearance typical of the
'

-

perfectly formed woman.

correct any tendency to become

Price, $1.00
E. G. MURPHEY
Rexall

Store

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.
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PILLS
CHICHESTER Sl!RAM.
a
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boxes,
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and Unltt DirtalHcYV
Blue Rit'bon.

with
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compel deep breathing and
do this without the uncomfortable sensation produced by most braces.
These Braces are constructed entirely
of cloth, have no metal parts to bind,
rust and break and may be worn without your knowledge except as you assume an incorrect position.
Rexall Shoulder Braces, we believe
to be eqully beneficial for man, woman
or child. All sizes just send your chest
measurement.

First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'

"a

Take no ether. Ituv of your
UrueaM. Ask for'!! I.CIIl.'ti-TPI- I
1MAMUNI ItRAM Pi 1,1,8. for

years known as Best, Safest, Always ReliaLla
SOLD BY OIJUOQISTS EVERYWHERE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

mnnn imMnnc

fact that
The intimate relatiori of tfi'e skin to the blood is shown by inthe
some form
imr.urities or poisons of any character are usually manifested
term in general,
on the outer cuticle. Humors in the blood produce what we
classes known as Eczema,
several
into
divided
are
These
Diseases.
Skin
each of these
Acne Tetter, Salt Rheum, Psoriasis, Pimples, Rashes, etc., and circulation.
of humors or acids in the
troubles indicate the presence
just
The humors and acids by thei.- irritating nature, cause the delicate flesh
disbeneath the outer skin to ulcerate and discharge, and soon the body is of
because
sufferer
to
are
the
often
which
torturing
with
eruptions
figured
soreness or intense itching. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., can have no curative
uch treatment can perhaps soothe the irritated flesh,
effect on skin diseases.
cures
but the real cure must be accomplished by purifying the blood. S. S. S.
Skin Diseases of every kind by purifying the blood and removing the humors
d
from the circulation. It neutralizes all impure acids, cools the
of
instead
Then
the
skin
normal
to
being
builds
it
strength.
up
blood, and
irritated by acrid impurities and humors, is nourished, soothed and softened
S.
by pure rich blood. Book on Skin Diseases and medical advice free. S S.
GA.
SPECIFIC
is for sale at drug stores.
SWIFT
CO.,
ATLANTA,
Tfg

New flexico

SHOULDER GRACES

REMOVES

a

University of

GOSSIP.

Ribera, X. M., May 22. Snow and
straw hats; rain and overcoats; sunshine and overshoes.
A burro tried to kick the drivers
off a passenger engine here the other day.
Two new lamp posts with lamps
have been puTup at the depot by Mr.
Chappel.
Dr. Phillips, sitting on the bank
of the river fishing, said he had "a
bite, and when he caught that one
and two more, he would have three.
Mr. Smith, the Btatlon agent, with
a face long enough to eat out of a
churn, says he Is going to write for
his wife to come home at once, that
he Is sick. He says he would not
mind batching if his wife was here
to cook for him.
The ladies held a big dance in the
echool house Saturday night
Mr. Grlego, Santa Fe section fore
man here, wa taking In the sights at
Las Vegas last Friday and Saturday.
Mr. Cook has bad his mustache
cut off. He says his wife has about
all the hair pulled out of his head,
but she can't have his mustache
Mrs. P. Smith, wife of the station
agent here, Is making a visit to home
folks and relatives in Missouri.
Mr. Chappel Is filling up the old
well Just west of the tool house, on
the right of way of the Santa Fe
railroad.

e,
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The Hawk Dropped

:.

An Old Main. Ferry.
new bridge on 8t John river

When King Manuel fled
he Quite naturally
sought refuge at Gibraltar for the
simple reason that It was the safest
as well as the nearest place which of;
fered him protection.
Furthermore,
fine. Great Britain is supposed to
have guaranteed the Integrity of Manuel's rule U wag probably aa wis. a
move aa he could Lav. made. GibralSuccess.
tar Is a strongly fortified point comwasn't so very many years ago
It
entrance
to the Meditermanding thhe
held up before aspirranean sea, and it Is regarded as the when the ideals
American youth were exemplified
ing
greatest naval stronghold of Great
most notable cases of material
Britain. Besides a small town at Its by the
success. There is a change In that
foot. It consists of a mountainous rock
of recent years, due partly to
towering, at its highest point, about respect
fact
that many of these examples
the
1,493 feet above the sea level.
to b. anything but
On. of th. most obstinate and fa- have been proved for
youth to folmous defenses made In history was desirable examples
to th.' fact that there
and
low,
partly
that of Gibraltar by the British In
has come over the American people
1779-8- 3
when that stronghold was be- a
strong realization that material sucsieged and blockaded by allied French cess is not the
only kind of success
and Spanish forces. At this time Engthat material sucworth
for,
striving
land waa engaged In the American
does not necessarily bring hapcess
revolution and Spain, well aware of
piness and content that the lives of
the consequent weakness resulting those
who have sacrificed everything
occafrom th. American broil, took
for material success are usually more
sion to Improve her opportunity by
bitter than those who are poor and
attacking the Impregnable rock.
that, in short, real success In this
On the 21st of June, 1779, a strict world
lies not in the rewards secured,
blockade was established by the Span- but In the service done to
humanity.
ish fleet The British forces numbered in all 6,382 men. Including 1,045
Hanoverians under General Eliot, the
Ancient Church Customs.
governor. The first calamity that
In the age of witchcraft and superfaced the besieged British was famine. stition it was believed that the fairies
The first general firing began on the built the old kirks in Glasgow and that
12th of January, 1780, and five days
they had a right 10 them; so said Mr.
later Admiral Rodney overcame the W. B. Paterson, lecturing before th.
Spanish admiral, threw a good supply Old Glasgow club. The accommodaof food provisions into the fortress, tion afforded the parishioners was very
added 1,000 men to the garrison and, different from the present luxurious
removing all useless mouths, left it age. There were no pews In Scottish
dependent on its own strength. For kirks before the reign of Charles I.
a year everything was quiet, nothing The people had to bring their stools
Important happened and all the while with them, and those that did not do
the besieging fleet were maneuvering this simply sat down on the floor. For
to cut off all chance of food supply the
evening service parishioners likefrom the British.
wise brought candlesticks and candles.
Faced Starvation.
On the question of the separation of
In 1781 the 7,000 defenders of Gib the sexes Mr. Paterson mentioned the
raltar were face to face with starva Interesting fact that there still existed
tion. On the 12th of April Admiral a church In the city where this rule
Darby conveyed 100 merchant vessels was observed. London Globe.
Into the bay. The Spaniards Instant
ly opened fire, hoping to reduce tho
Held for Investigation.
debilitated garrison before any effectuHoke Smith of Georgia believe his
reach them.
al aid could
Deadly
missiles were poured into the place state crowns all others in its sense of
and for civic and political honesty, and he
by 114 pieces of artillery
many days the bombardment lasted tells this story to prove 'It: A wealthy
with unabated viKr, and, though leas farmer named Sneads,-- who, though
Incessant, It continued without inter- he could neither read nor write, was
mission until November 26, when, In elected to the Georgia legislature, was
a power in politics because of bis
sterling honesty. When he arrived at
Atlanta, he was Invited to luncheon
at a swell hotel b another member
of the legislature. Sneads host non
chalantly passed him the bill of fare.
Sneads held It before hinr as if studying it intently. "Well, how does that
bill look to you?" asked the host, un'
t
" , 4 aware of his guest's inability to read.
'Well, it may be all right," replied
Sneads, slapping it down on the table;
'but you don't catch me votln' for
it till I know more about It!""
from Portugal

1
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Classified ads', search out the people to whom amonj: all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thins: is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
.

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of ail
,
possible sorts of thing-s- they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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YOU CAN BEAT OUR EGGS

rncAi, news-

II

for commencement at

Books

R e f r i g e r at or s

-

Mur- -

Dress Up Your
Boys for
Commencement
Week

phey's.

BUT NOT THE QUALITY

Always get the best at Nolette'i
'
barber shop.

as we only handle Extra Fancy Stock and we examine
every one with our

Old

A Five

flinutes Walk

flay Save

Crow Bold ever the bar at

MA- -

You $5.00

3- - V',A

Long's Buffet
Lunch every morning at

Patent Electrical Egg Tester

10

o'clock

LUDWIQ Wfl. ILFELD, Agent

at Long? Buffet
Fresh Huyler's candy for
mencement week at Murphey's.
--

as to its wholesomeness before leaving our store.

X

'
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J
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PHONE MAIN 379

com-

VV(
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$5-0-

While drlvine across the track of
Peter McLaughlin, a patient at the
the Santa. Fe's branch line to the Hot New Mexico hospital for the insane,
died at the institution at 4 o'clock
The White Kitchen, open day and Springs at the Grand avenue crossing
near the roundhouse Saturday after yesterday morning. McLaughlin waf
cents.
The
25
Meals
plac
night
a native of Ireland, coming to Las
noon Jose Rivera got in front of
that's clean.
some

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

a

fl

The domestic science department of
the American Woman's league will
meet tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock
with Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal, 1031
Sixth street

CALL ON
FOR; YOU SEE WE

Initial stationery
gifts at Murphey's.

HAVE- -

FREE!

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

graduation

131

Huyler's Commencement Candy at
Murphey's.

years ago from Canada
Vegas
He was formerly a machinist in the
Santa Fe shops here and was well
known.
About a year ago he was
committed to the asylum.
The body
13
being held by J. C. Johnsen & Son
undertakers, while a search is being
made for relatives.
The deceased
was ' possessed of some means.

Tonight in the O. R. C. hall the an
nual party and reception of the Juniot
class for the seniors of the Las Ve
gas High school will be held. The
affair will be highly enjoyable, as the
juniors on other occasions during the
school year' have proved themselves
gracious hosts. The members of the
faculty and Superintendent and Mrs.
Rufus Meade will be guests, of tne
juniors, also.

In order to allow the younger boys
an opportunity to witness the baseball
games the management has decided
to admit them for fifteen cents. This
will prevent the continuance of the
practice of attempting to sneak into
the games. Numbers of people have
been driving up to the fence with
wagons and looking at the games.
This will be stopped, special police
having been engaged to keep the
Preparations are being made by
Postmaster F. O. Blood for the open
wagons away.
ing of the postal savings bank here,
Graduation gifts at Murphey"B.
on June 21, Mr. Blood has been instructed by the postmaster general to
The Las Vegas Santa Fe team de go on June 5 and 6 to Raton to be
feated the Raton Santa Fe team at come familiar wit hthe actual conduc
Amusement park yesterday afternoon tion of the department. A postal sav
In a well played game by a score of 5 ings bank has been In operation there
to 1. A good-sizecrowd 'attended. for several months.
The pitching of Atkins for the locals
and Sandoval's catching, were featThe Romero Stationery and Music
ures of the game. The local railroad company has taken the agency for the
ers demonstrated yesterday that they McKinley Music company and will sel
can play with any like team in New the publication of that concern at ten
Mexico.
cents a copy. Those who desire catalogues should send a postal to the
Twelve piece orchestra Photoplay Romero company at once.
Theatre tonight.

as watchmaker in the Jewelry store
of R. J. Taupert. Mr. Gordon came
here from Denver. He is an expert
in his line and will be ready to do re
pairing promptly and efficiently at
any time.

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

1

for

R. J. Gordon today began worklnj

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

switch engine, which was backing
with a string of cars. The locomotive hit Rivera's vehicle and nearly
demolished It Rivera and the horse
escaped uninjured. A small boy who
waa riding with Rivera saw the en
gine coming in time to jump to safe
ty,

Positively no camping, fishing or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J. Wesner.

'

The White Kitchen, open day and
night Meals 25 cents. The place
that's clean.
Rev. Father Naughton has the rec
ord for catching the largest fish yank
ed from the trout
streams
this
spring. .The exact dimensions of the
mammoth fish are not known but
they are somewhat smaller than those
of Jonah's whale.

d

Fresh Liggets candy for commence
ment week at Murphey's.

An examination for qualification of
candidates for positions as clerks and
carriers in the United States postofflce
department will be held in Las Vegas June 20. Those who desire to
Tickets for the California Glee and
take the eliminations can secure additional information by applying at Mandolin club's concert, which will, be
given In the armory Friday evening,
the postofflce.
will be obtainable Wednesday mornGift books for commencement at ing at the Y. M. C. A., for railroad
men only. Reserved seat checks will
Murphey's.
not be issued on account of the diffi
The reserved seat sale for "The culty in making a plat of the floor.
The concert will begin at 8:30 o'clock.
Strenuous Life," the High School senior's class play to be staged ThursGraduation gifts at Murphey's.
day night at the opera house, began
today at Murphey's drug store. Tick
The many friends of Dr. Jacob S.
ets are 50, 35 and 25 cents. The adRaisin,
pastor of Temple Montefiore,
vance reservations are heavy, insurwill be glad to learn that he has pasing a large attendnce.
sed the eaxmination of the University
of Denver for the degree of Doctor of
Huyler's candy for commencement Philosophy. Dr. Raisin will receive
at Murphey's,
iiis degree Thursday morning at the
annual commencement exercises of
the institution.
i
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The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

CUCUMBERS

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Children's Wearing

Ap- -

pare):

elec
For 30 days we will sell
tric Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.

Today's Price, 25c per Dozen

As an inducement we
are going: to give you the
following low prices for
this week on all Boys and

Some handsome geraniums were set
out this afternoon in the flower beds
in the Plaza park. The flowers were
cared for during the winter by members of the ladies park improvement
board.

and

Special program Photoplay Theatre
tonight, "A Decree of Destiny,"
"Her Child's Honor," Lubin;
"April Fool," Edison.
Special music
by opera house twelve piece

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring
Your curtains need laundering this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
..
. leasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them just stiff enough!
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the ex-- 1
act size as when sent us.
You'll Like Our Work.

J
niiwin

iiriitiMi

1111111

$3.00 Oxfords for $2.25
$2.50 Oxfords for $1.95

'

10 per cent discount
on all Boys' and ChiXTAGOOD I ldren's
Regular Shoes.
iiiinwrr

nrn

20 per cent discount on all Boys' and Children's Suits.
75c Waists for 50c
, 20 per cent discount on Boys' and Children's Hats.

GREENBERGER
Square
"A

Deal"

Easy, Economical
Sanitary Sweeping
We have just received the most
complete line of Bissell's Carpet
Sweepers ever shown in Las Vegas.
Ball bearing, with every jate improvement. One Bissell Sweeper will out last fifty brooms and
double the life of your rugs.

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
'
Furnishers of the
Home

Complete

"

Screened and Lump Raton CerrtJIos

C O A L A jy

W

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

am

Coal-Sa- wed

Wood and Kindling

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
Ue Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Try It

.

Bio-grap-

STRING BEANS

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

COFFEE
not

We are satisfied No,
with our Coffee Business. We are satis-fle-d
that we sell one-haof all the COFFEE which comes to Las Vegas;' but that does not satisfy us. We ought to sell
s
of
it, because
We represent Chase & Sanborn's Famous Boston Coffee
undoubtedly the. finest line In America.
In a great many stores you can't know where their coffee comes
from, because even th merchants
don't know. They buy from any
old Jobber and the Jobber buys where he can buy the
cheapest
lf

three-fourth-

CHASE

SANBORN
for more than 40 years have served the people of America with such
excellent., coffee that their name is known the world over for the superiority; of their goods Coffee and Tea is their business. They .are
ah exclusive Coffee and Tea house, handle nothing else, think of nothing
&

seise,
; ) '"Our Coffee is roasted for us

the day it is- snipped, put in airtight
packages, then into airtight cans for shipment?1 hence it reaches the
customer fresh as if roasted at home.

THE GRAAF
?

S.

-

HAYWOOD COMPANY

Sold Agents for Chase and

Sanborn's Coffees and Teas

"

Right off the vine
to you

1.1

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Jose Leon Herrera applied at the
court house late Saturday afternoon
for $6 as bounty on three wildcats
killed by him near Tecolote.
Opera house orchestra

Theatre tonight.

Photoplay

,

Liggets' commencement candy
Murphey's.

Raise some of those

BIG RED ONIONS
Plants Ready Now.

25 Cents

Phone Main 81.

A marriage

license was granted
this morning at the court house to
Matilde Gallegos, aged 16 and Jose
Bias Flores, aged 26. The young people reside in La Cuesta.

STEARNS.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Easy to Transplant.

per

at

Boucher's
Crelam Bread
JS known far and wide for
its purity, wholesomeness
and general excellence.
It
is home made bread in
every
sense, only a little better-m- ore
delicious 'than the usual kind.
There is not a
loaf of bread sold over a
counter that can approach
our Cream Bread.

TRY

IT

100

Perry Onion & Son

iRETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 1,000 lb... Each Delivery
to 200 lb.., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 .b... Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.
200 lb
50 lbs.

(The Coffee Man.)
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AG UA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vejras
Famous-Off- ice
701
Douglas Avenue.

JEWELRY
for GRADUATING PRESENTS
.

BOUCHER'S

V.V.V

20a
25a
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